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E:DITORIAI. COMIvIEIM

0ur Fiftieth Year
This issue is Volume 50, Number I of. Poli,tinal Affairs, undoubtedly

the longest-lasting Marxist periodical in the history of the United
States. It bears witness to the stability, vitality and grdwth of
Marxism-Leninism and the Communist Party in tJris country.

As one rifles t-hrough its multitudinous pages, it is possible to
think of Political Affai,rs and its antecedents as merely a record of the
many-faceted struggle for Marxism-Leninism and the building of the
Communist Party as the vanguard organization of the working class.

But Political Affai,rs and its forerunners are much more than a recital
of history. Each of the magazinet pages-at its moment in time-has
been the living embodiment of the continuous battle to make the
Communist Party the ffrm and steadfast instrument of Marxism-
Leninism in the United Sta'tes, to make Marxism-Leninism the prop-
erty of the American working class, the working masses and the
oppressed peoples. In its pages there have developed the ideological
struggles for industrial unionism, for the realization of the immediate
needs of the working class, for Black liberation, for in'teraationalism,
for peace. Its pages have charted the course to socialism in the
United States.

Many of those who wrote for this publication are dead now.
But in t-hese pages there still remain alive their never-ending ffght
for Marxist-Leninist theory and practice.

Others who wrote for it have since become renegades from
Communism and joined the ranks of enemies of the working class
and the American people. But these pages reveal the evolution
of their decay and dissolution as Marxis[-Leninists and the struggle
against their distortions, their revisionism and sectarianism, that
helped to purify the theory and practice of the Community Party,
u.s.A.

Numeruts Annestots

Of Homer, it has been said tha,t he was claimed by three thousand
Grecian cities. Of Politiral Affairs, it can be said that it had numerous
antecedents. It was born in the period of the imperialist World
War I, of the great October Revolution of 1917 in Russia.

That was a time of great ferment in the American working class,
among the Black people and the people of the United States gen-
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erally. The horror of the imperialist war and the perfidy of U'S'

imperialism, which had sucked the United States into that war, had

shJcked the nation. The great October Revolution, Ied by the

Bolsheviks with V. I. Lenin at their head, and the birth of the

Soviet Union had shown that it was possible to end capitalist

exploitation and oppression of peoples by taking the revolutionary
path to socialism.

This last was of particular signiffcance to the advanced sections

of the working class who had been battling for some years to force

the Socialist Party to take the revolutionary road. They and the
scores of thousands of workers outside the Socialist Party but re-

sponsive to its leadership saw in the theory and practice of Lenin

and the Bolshevik Party, which had brought success for the work-
ing class and oppressed peoples in Russia, the direction for the
working people of the United States. They were eager to learn

more of that theory and practice and to struggle for their application
to the United States. The establishment of the Communist Inter-
national on March 4, 1919, accelerated the struggle of the Left-wing
forces to move the Socialist Party onto the revolutionary road. These

forces were encouraged by this formation of such an international
center, and a key point in their program was affiliation to ttre Com-
munist International.

At ffrst, the Left wing sought to achieve this through the Socialist

Party. (In a national referendum of the Socialist Party, the pro-

posal for disaffiliation from the Socialist International and joining

th" Cott t rrt ist International carried by a 10-to-1 vote and the Left
wing won 12 seats out of 15 on the National Executive Committee

of the Socialist Party. But this was nullifted by the middle-class lead-

ership of the Socialist Party by means of mass expulsions. As a result,

the forces of the Left wing were split on the next steps to be taken.

Some advocated remaining in the Socialist Party to continue the
battle for its affiliation to the Communist International. Others were

for an immediate break and organization of an American Com-
munist Party. But among these, too, there was a split concerning
tactics and program. All these groups based themselves on Leninism,
but with varying interpretations and rivalries'

To enlighten the advanced workers concerning Leninism and to
carry on ihe ideological struggle among themselves for the develop-

ment and uniftcation of a Communist Party, these various groups

established periodicals. The need for these periodicals became even

*or" ,rrg"rrf with the institution of a reign of terror by the national,
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state and local governments, which drove the various Lefrwing
groups underground.

Among these periodicals can be found the progenitors of todayt
Poli.tical Affairs. Some of them were a cross between newspapers and
magazines; others were full-fledged magazines.

Here we shall not deal with the many differences among lhe
Left wing in the Socialist Party, the Communist Parg of America,
the Communist Labor Party, the United Communist Party, the Work-
ers Councils, the United Toilers. Nor shall we deal with the steps
that led to the formation of a unifed Workers Party in that early
period. This is dealt with in the September 1g6g issue of Political
Affairs, commemorating the 50th anniversary of the CPUSA, and is a
subject for a deffnitive history of the Communist Party of the United
States. Here the only point to make is that it was in the periodicals
issued by the various organizations that a great portion of the
struggle over these differences took place.

One of the earliest of the ancestors of Political Affai,rs was the
Ohio Socialist, the organ of the Ohio Socialist Party and other Mid-
west state parties in the struggle of the Left wing within the socialist
Party before the communist Party was organized. It was started in
1917 and its last issue was dated November 1g, lglg.

Another was Reoohrtionary Age, which was published in Boston
and New York between November 16, IglB and August 23, lglg.
originally it was the spokesman of the Left-wing socialists of the
Northeast. With the formation of the Communist Labor party in
September 1919, it became that partyt organ until it merged with
the communist Party of America to become the united communist
Party. The Neus York commanist was anotrer organ of the Left
wing in the Socialist Party, which existed only from April Ig to
June 21, 1919 and then became a part of Reoolutionarg Age.

Clnss Struggl.e was another of these early periodicals, published in
New York between May, 1917 and November, 1g1g. In this magazine
appeared for the ffrst time some of the signiftcant theoretical *iitirrgt
o{ lenin. originally, it proclaimed itself to be t}re t}reoreticar organ
oj th" Socialist Party. In its last issue it had become the 'brgan of
the Communist Labor Party.'

The Yoice of Labor, which existed between August 15, lglg and
July 10, 1920, originally was published by the Labor Committee of
t*re National Left Wing of the Socialist Party. Later it became the
organ of the communist Labor Party. Its last few issues were under
the aegis of the United Communist P"rty.
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Another was the Workers Counci.l, which came out somewhat later

-between April 1 and December 15, 1921-and was published by
the Committee for the Third International.

Commanist Labor, which appeared irregularly between December
6, 1919 and May 15, 1920, was also an oficial organ of the Com-

munist Labor Party.
In this ffrst period of the development and uniffcation of the

Communist Party there were a number of periodicals that had the
name The Communi*. Bringing order out of confrxion concerning
these is diffcult, because rival groups within the Communist parties

of the early period published organs under that name and also be-

cause the governmental reign of terror which began at the beginning
of 1920 forced the publication of these periodicals underground.

The ftrst Commuiist to appear was set up by a *National Organl
izing Committee" to establish "the Communist Party of America."
This periodical, which was sponsored by the language federations
which had been expelled by the Socialist Party leadership, and by
the Michigan Socialist Party and other groups, lasted from ]uly I-9

to August 30, 1919. It was published in Chicago.
After the organization of the Communist Par$ of America in

September, 1919, a new Communivf was established, which was pub-

lished in Chicago between September 27, Lgtg and April-I, 1921'

(There *rs *roth"r Commanist, published in New York for three

issues in the spring of 1920, 'rvhich claimed the auspices of the

Communist Party of America. But this was the organ of a minority
group led by Charles E. Ruthenberg, who later became the general

secretary of the United Communist P"tty.)
This was followed by another Communist, published between

June 12, 1920 and April, 1921 in Chicago as the organ of the United

Communist Party, which resulted from the fusion of the Communist
Party of America and the Communist Labor Parly.

Complicating matters further was the publication irregularly of
a Comrnanist between ]uly 1921 and January 1923 in Chicago as

the "organ of the Communist Party of America, Section of the
Communist International."

While the various tendencies among the Communists contended

in t}eir periodicals, the very serious question of se_curing legality

for the Communist movement in the United States developed. The

government, by its harassment, persecution, jailings and deportations,

had driven the Communists undergrouad. It was necessary to set up

a legal organization. This became the workers Party, along with an
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underground Communist Parly.
The Workers Party published in New Yorlc a new Corrurutnist, which

lasted from February to lune, 1922.
At the same time a Corurru.mi* was published in New York by the

United Toilers, a Left Opposition group, which opposed the formation
of the Workers Party.

As far as can be determined now, these were all the periodioals
trnder the name of Corwrumist that were prrblished in that early fonrr-
ativo period of the Comrnunist P,arty in the Uni,ted Startes.

Imnediate Forentrulers

Three other magazines must be listed here, even though they had
no oficial connection to the various Communist parties and groups,
because they played a signiffcant role in the history of what is now
?olitical Affatus.

The ffrst of these was the Liberdor. This was established by a group
of writers and artists in March 1918, folkywing the suppression in De-
ctrrlber 1917 of ttrre Massas for its forthright struggle against the im-
perialist war. But while the Masses had been primarily a magazine
of literature and arl +he Liberatols emphasis was moro political. It
became at ffrst a sort of unofficial organ of the Left wing in the Social-
ist Party and later of the Communists.

Another was the l-a.bor Herald. which was established in March
L922 in Chicago as the organ of the Trade Union Educational League,
led by William Z. Floster.

The third was Sooi.et fu$sie Pictorial, which was the organ of the
Friends of Soviet Russia.

AII these early periodicals displayed varied forms of imnaturity,
sectarianism, opportunism, misunderstanding. Yet they all played a
determining role in the development of the theory and practice of
lvlanrisrn and its spread among the American masses; and they helped
to set the foundations for the growth of the Comrnunist Party.

In addition, they were instrumental in sp,reading Marxism-Leninism
among the other countries of the Western Hemislfiere and elsewhere.
An example of this can be found in the early history of the Italian
Communist Party.

In his book, Antonio Gramsci and, the Origins of ltalian Comma-
ni.rm (Stanford University Press, Stanford, 1967), John M. Cammett
writes:

Iftiowledge--of_Lenin and the Russian Revolution was not easy to
como by in 1917-18, for wartime ceosorship was so strict in litaly
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that very little news from Russia reached the -country, esplcially
after the October Revolution. . . . Immediately after the war, Gram-
sci began receiving copies of the Liberdor,- an American^pro-Soviet
public-ation edlted-by Max Eastman; until the founding of the Third
international this was an important source for Gramsci of news
from Russia, Hungary and Germany. (P. 59.)

By 1928, the activities of the Communists, the broadening of their
ties among the rnrasses and the Prossures of the times had changed the

political cli.raate in the United States, making_legality possible' As a

iesult, the underground Comrnunist Party was dissolved in April, 1923,

and the Workers ParW became the only Communist organization in
the United States. (In 1925, the party name was changed to Workers

[Communist] Party, and in 1929 to Communist Party.)
A refection of the unity of the Comnaunists in this period was the

establistrment of the Workers Monthly in New York in November 1924,

as a consolidation of the ktbor Heral.d, tJr,e Liberatqr and Saoiet fu)s'
sia Pictorial as the "official organ of the Workers Party and &e Trade
Union Educatio,nal Ireague."

This ffrst issue of the Workers Monthly is mrmbered Volume IV,
Number 1. Apparendy this numbering was taken from lhe I'abor Her-
ald,, whose Volume I, Number 1, was dated Marah 1922 and its last
number was Volume III, Number 8, for October, 1924. Therefore,
Politi,ul Affobf serial lineage appearc to have its beginning in the
La.bor Herald..

The cover of Volume f, Nunrrber 1, of the Workers Monthly dis-
played a bright, colorful and spritely cartoon of a Soviet sailor and
soldier rnarching together. Page I emblazoned an announcement that
'hot only will the Workers Monthlg bring you each month the best
thought on the ffelds of industrial and political struggle in the United
States, and the productions of the best revolutionary artists. It will
also receive and publish reg,ularly the current writings of the outstand-
ing writers of the Communist International and the Red International
of Trade lJnions."

In its editorial columns, it declared:

Amalgamation of eraft unions along industrial lines into organiza-
tions powerful enough to fight effectively, remains a ffrst demand of
the militants. This demand is a prerequisite, also, to the effective
application of any prograrrx of organizing the unorganized; the un-
organized millions must be drawn into the unions on pain of severe
defeat for the labor movement. To this end all racial discrimina-
tions must be removed, especially those against the 1%0CI,000 Ne-
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groes, to organize whom labor must exert itself, standing ffrmly
upon the demand for absolute equality of all races. The menace of
unemployment rnust be oombated, and the labor movement rnust
ftght ior'unemployment relief, nationalization of idle factories and
industry, unity of the unemployed, unity of the employed and un-
employed, the organized and unorganizod. . . . American imperial-
ism, enemy alike of labor in the United States, in Central and South
America, in CLrina, in Europe, must be fought against by the labor
rnovernent with all its strength. . . .

In its ffrst period, lhe Workers Monthly still reflected the contents
of its three progenitors. It contained Poems, cartoons and travelogues.
But by its last issug that of February, !927, it had become completely
the theoretical organ of the Workers (Communist) Party.

In Ndarch, L9217, the name of the magazine was changed to The
Convnumist, which proclairned itself as "a theoretical magazrne for the
discussion of revolutionary problems published by the Workers (Cotn-
m'unist) Parry."

The Comnw"niM, whose ffrst issue was nurnbered Volume VI, Num-
ber 1, began rather inauspiciously. This was a period of extreme fac*
tionalism in the Communist Party, with one faction led by Wflliarn
Z. Foster, the other by Charles E. Ruthenberg. The petty-bourgeois
Right opportunists and followers of Trotsky took advantage of this
fastional struggle to spread disruption in the P,arty. As William Wein-
stone declares, in his unp'ublished 'Lecture Notes on the fiistory of
the CPUSA':

Aside from the fact that the factional struggle impeded the energy
of the two strands of the movement, factionalism had a shattering
effect on the discipline and authority of the Party. It tumed the
Part inwardly and prevented full mobilization of its strength for
mass work. Above all, for the young Party it prevented the proper
Bolshevik training of its mem6ershi! bec'ause^the factions 

"6u"i"ar1p the we,aknesses and mistakes of factional adherents and leading
forces and because one-sided distoded factional ariticism replaceii
Marxist party criticism and self-criticism.

The ffrst issue of this new Commanist contained articles by I"y
Lovestone, the Right opportunist who later became the AFL leador-
ship s anti-Soviet, anti-Communist "expert" and State Department
agent,and by Max Schachtnan and W. F. Dunne, both later expolled
from the Party as Trotskyites.

It wasnt until after the Party's Sixth National Convention in 1929,
and the expulsion of the Right opportunists and Trots\yites that Tfra
Comruunist could become an effective instrument in the struggle for
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the application of M,arxism-Leninism in the United States. From the'n

on until its last issue in December, 1944, the Comrn'unist played a

deterrnining role in the struggles of the working class and, the working
masses during the Great Depression, in raising the ffght for Black
liberation to a nationwide issug in the battles against faseism and for
peace, in shengthening the Party ideolo$cally for tihese shuggles.

Poktical Affairs: The Postuar Years

With the Jamrary 1945 issue, Volume XXIV, Number 1, the name of
the magazine was changed to Politieal Affairs, This occurred in an'
other very difficult period for the Party.

During World War trI, the revisionist concept of "American excslF
tionalism" and illusory notions about a new tlpe of capitalists were
brought into the Communist Party by Earl Browder. Unfortunately,
they were widely accepted-even if reluctantly by some. As a resutq in
1944 the Communist Party became the Communist Political Associa-
tion andthe Party was completely liquidated in the South. In 1945, the
Party recovered from this madness and the ffrst task of Poktical Affahs
became that of carrying on an ideological struggle against these re-
visionist distortions of Marxism-Leninism and to rebuild the Parry
for the pressing political battles that followed World War II.

The twenty-ffve years since World War II have been sbenuous years
fot Political. Affairs,It has been a time of witdrhunts, of repression and
intimidation, of drives to destroy the Communist Party. ,It has been a
period of cold war and hot war carried on by U.S. imperialism at the
head of the world imperialist forces.

It has also been a period of increasing struggle by the working class,

of the advance of the Black liberation movement to a qualitatively nerr
level, of ttre rising struggles of the Chicano and Puerto Rican peoples,
of the rnushrooming of the student rnovement, of the upsurge of tLe
struggle for women's liberation.

In all these struggles, Political Affairs has alrxmys sought to be a
motivating force, to apply the science of Marxism-Leninisrn to them,
to gird the Communist Party and the Left for participation in them.

As Political Affairs begins its ffftieth year, the one important fact
that needs to be stressed is that-unlike rnost other magazines-it has
always been a part of the struggles of the masses and will oontinue to
be in the future.

GUS HAII.

The 1370 Elections*
The 1970 elections were of unusual signiffcance, including the fact

that in many ways they were the dress rehearsals for the lg72 presi-
dential elections. But more important, they were of signfficance be-
cause the issues, the trends, the main forces, the opporfunities, and
the great dangers all emerged into sharp focus. We must study these
elections in a special way, giving much attention to the trends and
forces that lie beneath the act of voting.

Tlu N iron-Agnew Blitzlerie g

The central element that gave the elections a special character and
signiffcance was the attempted blitzkrieg by the most reactionary
ultra-Right forces led by Nixon and Agnew. It would be an unfor-
giveable error to underestimate the serious nature of this attack. It
would especially be a mistake because the elections were an im-
portant battle in the new ofiensive of reactionary capital.

while seeing the dangers it is also essential that we confront the
pessimism created by a section of the mass media, insisting that our
nation is moving headlong to the Right. In the overall sense, we must
fully appreciate that the 1970 elections were a defeat of the Right-
wing grab for power.

It was the best-ffnanced reactionary campaign in history. The esti-
mates are that the Republicians alone spent in the neighborhood of
$150,000,000. Even the most extreme Right-wing candidates such as
Buckley, Reagan, Rafferty and other Birchite candidates this time had
no difficulty in raising tens of millions of dollars. In this sense, there
is, a signiffcant shift within lhe top ffnancial circles toward supporting
ultra-Right candidates and forces. The fund-raising afiair for lirrcHe!
represented the emergence of a neu/ ffnancial base in the very top
monopoly and banking circles for Right-wing policies. tt wooid be
naive to think that Nixon and Agnew went out to purge charles E.
Goodell because of subiectivity. Agnew's election ,h"tori" refected
th9 shift in the top monopoly circles towards the more conseryative
pouuc_a] groupings. It would also be naive not to recognize that this
has added a new dimension to tle ultra-Right, fascist 

-drrrg", 
in our

-*The -following is a section of_arepont presented to the National corn_mittee of the Communist Party USA on November Zl, lg7},
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fl,t r9r0 Er.EcroNg u
the House moved away from support of many of the extreme Nixon
policies. The defeat of some more moderate candidates is balanced
by the election of others and by the defeat of some reactionary can-
didates. And-if anything, Nixon has created the conditions for
stronger Senate opposition to his policies, including the fact that
during the campaign 22 Republican senators signed a statement in
support of Goodell, one of those marked for purging.

Most of the congressmen who have taken a forthright position on
peace and most of the new candidates who came through the pri-
maries and who are for peace won election. This includes the militant
Bella Abzug, also Don Dellums, a militant progressive Black candi-
date in California, and other candidates such as lohn Seiberling in
Ohio, ]ames Abourezk in South Dakota, Teno Roncalio in Wyoming,
R. L. Mazzoli in Kentucky, and-very important-the ffrst puerto
Rican congressman, Herman Badillo. The list includes Robert Drinan
in Massachusetts, Sarbanes and Mitchell in Maryland, and Ella
Gross in Connecticut. Nor can one overlook the defeat of many re-
actionary and conservative oftce holders: Burton of Utah, Kleppe of
North Dakota, Kramer of Florida, Ayres of Ohio, Adair of Indiana
and many others in that category.

A poll taken on the attitudes of the 56 new congressmen indicated
that whereas only 8.6 per cent of the old House members favored
immediate withdrawal from viebram, 23 per cent of the newly elected
members favor immediate withdrawal. Among the older group 58
per cent favored Nixont vietnamization. Among those newly elected
the proportion has dropped to 41 per cent.

The election of Wilson Riles, a progressive Black candidate, as
superintendent of schools in california is a very signiffcant victory,
as is the election of Milton B. Allen, a Black Democrat, as state At-
torney General in Maryland. Riles' defeat of the ultra-Right in-
cumbent Max Rafferty embodies real political drama. C ghck
candidate defeats a white racist in a state-wide election. This drama-
tizes the role of the Black liberation movement in the struggle for
democracy and shows-that it is a force against reaction in geln"eral.

In Texas the newly formed La Raza unida party's candidie, Rodri-
guez, won the post of county commissioner. while the toti is still
all too-small, it_is important that three additional Black congressmen
were elected. The election of Dellums, collins and Mitchelt -wiur 

ttre
help of a sizable number of white working-crass voters adds a new
dimension to the possibilities of destroying the racist restrictions
against B1ack office holders. This is also the lesson fror.n tjre stato-

country.
The nature of the blitzlrieg to purge speciffc senators and congress-

men exposes tle aims of this new reactionary alliance' It was not

;ddy ^tlirected against senators who difiered on domestic issues and

it was not even based on their difierences on the issue of law and

order. A week before the elections these same senators voted for and

helped to pass Nixont police-state !ill' ft was not based on differ-

;;;-"; 
"r;r^civil 

rights ind racism. Most of those on the list to be

p"ig"a had eitherlotally retreated or else they did not have to re-

L"ri, U""rt se they ,r"r", *"r" for civil rights' What, then' was the

central issue?

It was the differences over the long-range, basic policies pursued

by the military-industrial complex. It was difierences over the coming

$iOO-Uittior-pi"s military budgets, over policies of military aggression

-that is, whether to continue the aggression in Vietnam or to re'

treat. The difierences over domestic issues emerged only as they are

related to policies of militarization and military aggression. Here I

"* "ot 
spJakirrg about differences between the Nixon policies and

the elect&ate but rather about difierences within ruling-class circles

as refected by members of Congress. These difierences have ap-

fe"red within the senate Foreign Relations committee and therefore

the central focus of the purge was chairman I. W. Fulbright and the

members of that committee.
Nixon's maior goal in seeking control of the Senate was to remove

the restraints'which that body has imposed on his militarist policy

and to erase the image of a Constitutional crisis from his Administra-

tion. His "game plan; or rather his "plot," as it deserves to be called,

sounded plausibL. The election of seven Republicians would have

made it iossible for him to control the Senate, and so to topple

senator rulbright who has been a prime obstacle in Nixon',s attempt

to dominate foreign PolicY.
A second aim of the blitzlrieg was to purge tle senators who had

blocked Nixon's efforts to take over the Supreme Court' What he

has sought is a Court that will legaltze his racist policies and uphold

his police-state measures.
The intensity of Nixont ambitions led him to go all-out to obtain

his objectives. He assumed "battleffeld command" and threw all the

reactionary resources and troops into the fray. It is in this sense that
we must assess the success or failure of this political move.

Setbacks for Reaction

The truth is that, if anything, the composition of the Senate and
ri.

*

fi



wide elections in California, Maryland and Michigan'
While the returns are not complete, it is estimated that some 2O0

Black candidates from over 600 iunning were elected. In the South

tfr"i" 
"r" 

100 newly elected Black officials of the 300 that entered tho

contests.
AIso signiftcant are the victories, in san Francisco and Detroit, of

the anti#ar referendums salling for withdrawal of the troops in Viet-

o"n, as well as the big vote fofimmediate withdrawal'in Massachu-

setts.
While the overall results are a rebufi to the blitzkrieg, the picture,

of course is not all victories. The Nixon-Agnew forces won a.num-

ber of important contests in the defeat of senators Gore and Duffy

*a * tie br"akthrough election of t-he conservative candidate

Buckley in New York
The defeat of a number of Republican governors in key states, and

d;;trUt in industrial states, carries its own signiffcance. . 
These

;;;;J;t were a key element in Nixon's long range "plot'" They

Jurvud as the power base for tho reactionary coalition'-in" 
to* of Republican control in a number of state legislatures,

"rp""i"ffy 
in Cahfornia, Florida and lllinois, opens yp new possibili-

ti"-, fo, it*ggte on reapportionment that will make it possible to

elect ne\M working-elass Black and Chicano congressmen'

Problpms and, W eaknesses

We would be naive if we did not take warning from the nature of

the reaetionary blitzkrieg. The style was McCarthyite and fascist-like;

It was the most demagogic within memory. Viliffcation and slander

had no bounds. The 
-a*empted 

san ]os6 provocation is without

precedent in modern times. The main ingredient of this campaign

ias fear, slander and conf,sion. The aim was to panic enough of

the electorate to swing the country to the Right. The Nixon-Agnew

rhetoric also contained a new level of red-baiting. There is no ques-

tion that the red-baiting against Duffy in Connecticut and against

Metzenbaum in ohio had its effects. All this is part of the necessary

background for a correct evaluation of the results.

Thus the ffrst key problem area one must place on the scales is

the nature of the blitzlaieg organized, inspired and'directed by the

executive branch of the federal government.

The second negative factor was the retreat and confusion in the

ranks of liberals. In many cases it was not this time iust a question

of wavering. It was a retreat. Most of the liberals dropped the Viet-

\.
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nam issue. They themselves took up the .1aw and order" thenle. And
none of the Iiberals really took on Agnew. In their retreat most of
them not only failed to take on tle Nixon policies, but presented no
positive programs of their own.

The third problem element is the unpleasant fact that the forces
on the Left were dispersed and confused. Some retreated to cover
up tleir right flank. Others had become victims of the petty-bourgeois
radical virus of withdrawing from the electoral stmggles.

- 
In this period ttre small and insigniffcant group of anarchistic

elements, including the police agents among them, behaved as per-
fect fofu for reaction. They spaced their bombs and headrines very
well. Because of their actions, it is difiicult to say which bombs were
set off !f noli"u agents and which were set ofi by anarchists playing
at revolution. once the doors are opened to police and individual
terror it is easy for reaction to play with it and instigate Reichstag
ffres.

The fourth factor we must consider is the rore of the labor leader-
s!iq. 11 a general sense, the, political impotence of the leading core
of the leadership of organized labor was 

".trblirh"d 
at the Labo'r Day

political castration party at the White House.
while the last-minute statements by Meany and others no doubt

had 'heir positive efiects, they were, however, diffused by their sup-
port for the reactionary policies of the Nixon Administration in the
preceding period.

These are some of tre problems, wealnesses and negative factors
that emerged during the campaign. we must not overlook them. But
they were by far not the most important factors.

P r o gr es sioe Gras s -Ro ot s T r enils

_ 
The- most important-and positive-new factor that emerged in

this election was the appearance of profound progressive trelnds in
the grass roots and especially in the ranks ol the working class,
black and white. This most signiffcant deveropment overshad-ows all
other features of the elections.

- In key districts when the libe_rals-especially the Democratic party
liberals-retreated and panicked, it was the working class that be-
came the main barrier to reaction. when sections of the ruling class
withdrew their ffnancial support to the victims of the Nixon-Lgnew
blitzkrieg, the trade unions moved in. within the context oi this
campaign r think it is of some signiffcance that in 23 of the Senate
campaigns the unions outspent the Democratic senate campaign

Ii
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Comnlittee, which is the major source of funds for candidates, by a

margin of 5 to 1. For example, Stevenson in Illinois received $5,000

fdm the Democratic Committee and $22,300 from the unions. Tunney
in California received $5,000 from the Democratic Campaign Com-

mittee and $40,000 from the unions. Hartke of Indiana received

$16,000 from the Democratic Committee and almost $40,000 from

the unions. And so on down the line. The role of the working class in
this situation has historic connotations for its future class role'

In another context, I shall go into more detail about labor's role in
this election.

The other really signiffcant positive factor in these elections was tho

role of the Black, Chicano and Puerto Rican communities. The racist

policies of the Nixon Administration as they existed bef_ore the elec-

tiorx ard as they emerged in its electoral tactics together with the

retreat of the more liberal forces-especially in and around the Demo-

cratic Party-set the stage and marked out the difficulties for Black

and Chicano participation in these elections.

As if by agreement, in many areas the candidates of the two parties

not only 
-uuoid"d 

the issue of racism, but boycotted_the Black com-

munities. For example, the forces in Tennessee around Gore, who had

a good position ag;inst the aggression in Vietnam and voted against

thJ conirmation of Haynesworth and Carswell, expected the Black

voters spontaneously to rally for him while his committee ran a cam-

paign geared to win over the racist Wallace supporters in the eastem

iuJ oith" state. Such an electoral tactic is fast becoming out of step

iitt th" political realities in many states. It is to the credit of Black

voters that many of them overlooked this crass opportunism of Gore

and, as a matter of choice between evils, voted for him anyway' The

chicano voters faced a similar dilemma with the Tunney and unruh
campaigns in califomia. In spite of all these difficulties, wherever it
was possible they expressed ttreir sentiment against racism, against

the war in Vietnam, against Nixon's economic policies, against

the ultra-Right challenge. The Black voters registered heavily in the

progressive column.- 
In view of the serious problems the overall positive outcome of

the elections is all the more striking. These positive results can be

explained only by adding one more factor to the assessment. This

faitor is the ievel of political understanding, the deep awareness of
the nature of the basic issues in the confrontation on the part of a
large section of the electorate.

As the election campaign progressed, increasing sectors of the
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people began to see Nixon and Agnew in their true light. Their re-
-actionary ;overkill" methods touched a deep nerye. At such moments

masses drew on experiences and even on traditions. And defense of
the democratic structure is part of that experience and tradition.

It is of the greatest signiffcance that the center of the popular
forces that withstood the onslaught of the ultra-Right reactionary
ofiensive is based in the industrial working classes and among the
Black, Chicano and Puerto Rican peoples. This is the most solid base

for further struggles and victories.
It was, by and large, a spontaneous rank-and-ffle grass roots re-

action. The positive activity by leading people in the trade unions

during the last days of the campaign was in itself a response to this
upsurge in the grass roots.

Was this a response only to economic issues? There would be noth-
ing wrong if it were so. But to attribute it only to the economic issues

in the narrow sense would miss the mark. Other sections of the
people have the same problems of taxes, inflation, rents, insurance
costs, and so on.

The vote was actually against the economic effects of the war
policies. It was against the continuation of the war in Vietnam. It
was against the racist policies of the southern strategy. It was a re-
action against the ultra-Right direction of the offensive and to the
sharpening class confrontation. In a sense, it was a reaction to the
monstrous "overkilf'character of the Nixon Agnew campaign. The re-
actions of the last days of the campaign represented a backffring.

I think there was a period when a danger existed that the blitz
would succeed. It is in this sense our Partyt warning about the ultra-
Right danger in the elections was necessary and timely. In the last
days this theme was picked up by important liberal and progres-
sive forces.

It is necessary to say something about the student participation in
the elections, if only to reject the concept that they were not a fac-

tor. As we recall, the Cambodian invasion stimulated a massive stu-
dent drive to participate in the 1970 election campaign. Dozens of
organizations were formed all over the nation, among them organiza-
tions like Referendum 70, The Movement for a New Congress and
Coalition for a Responsible Congress.

True, the founders of these organizations, in many cases, had in
mind diverting the students from mass demonstrations to electoral

activities. But many of these movements have continued as important
instruments for bringing students into electoral politics. While many
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wit(rew from campaign activity after Nixon was forced to pull out
gr6und troops from Cambodia, tens of thousands remain committed
to using the electoral process as a method of struggle.

Most of the student efforts were coordinated through the Move-
ment for a New Congress. It has branches in some 450 college
campuses. It is estimated that 75,000 students took an active part
in many of the campaigns. Often they were the margin of victory.
Most of the students active in the elections supported peace, Black,
Puerto Rican and Chicano candidates. , .-__.1

The Rola of the Comnwnirts

The assessment of these elections would not be complete without
some words about the work and role of our Party.

First, we should congratulate our comrades in Minnesota, New
York and Chicago for their foresight and determination in ffelding
Communist candidates. In a sense, this praise is a two-edged sword
because it is also a criticism of our comrades in the other districts who
did not show the necessary understanding and did not struggle for
Communist candidates. In the leadership of some districts the policy
of no Communist candidates continues as a matter of principle. We
want especially to congratulate Betty Smith and the Party in Min-
nesota for the 13,000 votes that she received in the elections. If we
had done as well on a national scale our vote would be in the vicinity
of 750,000. To get over 100 votes in a small iron mining town, as
Betty did in the Mesabi Range, I think, is a very signiffcant achieve-
ment. And knowing that many towns posted no votes for the Com-
munist candidates, I think it is correct to assume that most likely as
many votes were ignored as were counted. In this sense, the Min-
nesota vote stands as a measure not only of the growing infuence
of the Party but of the possibilities that exist in the electoral arena.

In New York Comrades Storey, Johnson and Stevens spoke di-
rectly to more New Yorkers on radio and television than ever before
in the history of the Party in that state.

But there are some serious political shortcomings we must examine,
more extensively than is possible in these remarl<s. For example, why
is it that we were not able to be a more effective force in uniting
and mobilizing the Left spectrum in these electionsP And, in a sense
even more important and serious, why do we not have examples of
cases where we tried, where we took initiatives but failedP What are
the influences in our ranks that prevent us from taking such initia-
t1ecP I will discuss separately the hangups in the Left ranks but I am
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now talking about weaknesses in our Party.
During the last three weeks of the campaign the dangers of a re-

actionary victory and the nature of the challenge presented by the
Nixon-Agnew onslaught became very clear. In the Political Committee
of our Party we took note of the practical problems involved in this
challenge, especially as related to a number of senatorial races. We
took a number of practical steps to influence the carnpaigns and the
outcome of some of the races. Because of the closeness of many of
these races, I think it is correct to assume that in some cases we did
influence the results.

These actions by our Political Committee were corect and very
necessary. As a rnatter of fact, these actions plus the early criticism
of the retreat of liberals and our alert on the dangers of provoca-
tions, as well as the signaling of the nature and dangers of the
blitzkrieg were important contributions to the election campaign.

The Nature of Our Weaknesses

But we must take note of the fact that there was stubborn re-
sistance and widespread hesitation about becoming practically in-
volved, whether in Left or broader campaigns or even in Communist
Party campaigns, and we must ask why. Is it because some think
we should not have been concerned with the outcome in the sena-
torial races in New York, California, Illinois, Ohio, Connecticut and
Tennessee? What is the source of this hangup?

I think it is related to more basic weaknesses of theory and policy
in our Party. I think we have to distinguish the bases of the weak-
nesses in our Party from those of the weaknesses in the non-
Communist Left. When we have difficulty in moving our Party into
activity on any level in the elections, it is because of passivity-of
no-ffght, conseryative Right opportunism. It is a softening of the
Partyt ftghting ffber.

There seems to be a sense of uneasiness about united front tactics
in our Party. Or maybe the word should be "unsureness." This
results in a lack of boldness. It results in not taking the political
bull by the horns.

In fact, there seems to be a curious confusion. It seems permissible
for us to be interested in and even become excited about the struggles
within broader circles. And it even seems proper by inference (but
only by inference) to approve or even applaud slightly-though
quietly--twhen more liberal or moderate elements win in elections.
But while this interest is permissible, somehow or other we should

:r#;
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not become involved in any practical sense. Such a confusion arises

only because of erroneous basic concepts.
This weakness is based on past mistakes. It is a shyness based on

past one-sidedness.
To be a political factor-to become involved-that we mustl Some

dont become involved because it means struggle and work. I dont
}roow what to say about such Communists. One cannot be a Com-

munist in the party sense without working relationships with organ-
ized masses.

How to become involved? What is the content of our involvement?
Tlrese are yery legitimate questions. But we cannot meaningfirlly
discuss them until we are involved. Therefore the question of be-
coming involved is a priority question. To correct some of these weak-
nesses I think we must re-examine our relationships from a basic
Leninist position. We must clearly establish the two sides of this
coneept and the fact that these two sides or phases must operato
simultaneously. One phase of this policy Lenin stated as follows:

. The more powerful enemy can be vanquished only by
exerting the utmost effort, and by the most thorough, careful,
attentive, skilful ard obligatory use of any, even the smallest, rift
between the enemies, any conflict of interest among the bourgeoisie
within the various countries and among the various groups or
types of bourgeoisie within the various countries, and also by
talling advantage of any, even the smallest, opportunity of winning
a mass ally, even though this ally is temporary, vacillating, un-
stable, unreliable and conditional. Those who do not understand
this reveal a failure to understand even the smallest grain of
Marxism, of modern scientific socialism in general. (Co%ected
Works, Vol. 31, pp. 70-71.)

The other side, in a general sense, is contained in the following
words of Lenin, written in 1906:

Liebknecht teaches us that a Social-Democrat must be able
to expose the dangerous aspects of every ally in the bourgeois
camp and not conceal them. . . . Only bad Social-Democrats can
make light of the harm done to the working class by the liberal
betrayers of the cause of the people's liberty who ingratiate them-
selvei with them by means of electoral agreements. (Collecteil
Worlcs, Vol. 11, pp. 402, 403.)"

* This was written before the term ttCommunist" came into use. The
people Lenin calls Social-Democrats are those we would today call Com-
munists.
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One, our policy is clearly a policy of involvement. But two, it is
a policy of involvement with onet eyes open. It is a policy of agree-
ments on principle and disagreements on principle. It is a policy
of unity but it is also a policy of independence. It is a policy of
agreements and a policy of criticism. It is a policy of working
unitedly but a policy of exposure of those who are liberals only
whea it is politically convenient. In these relationships the class
question is paramount. In these relationships our party must be the
champion, the defender, the mobilizer and the organizer of the work-
ing class.

rt is this special contribution that we bring into these united front
relationships. We have other problems, but I think the number one
problem is to put an end to the hangups that keep our party from
being the bold initiator of united front movements in which it
carries through its revolutionary tasks. we cannot afford to be bench
warrners and spectators while the ffght goes on.

What Is Needed

!(r{ _does this approach mean in the concrete terms of today,s
reality? Let us put it all together:

1. The people of the United States face a sharpened confrontetion
and new dangers because of the enlarged scope of the ulba-Right
reactionary drive inspired and led by the president and the cutthroat
gang around him.

2. The dangers have become more serious because new sections
of monopoly gapital have moved toward supporting more reactionary
and ultra-Right positions. some have obviously concruded that u.s.
capitalism in trouble cannot afford the luxury of democratic rights.

- 
3._The problems have become more serious also because many of

the _bourgeois liberals have retreated and are wavering.
This is one side of the picture. But on the other side is the

political q_ps,'ge of masses who stood up and brocked the ultra-Right
racist grab for electoral power. And what is even more signiffcint
i:. th-rt _this upsurge at the polls has its base in the workilg-class,
Black, Puerto Rican and Chicano communities.

such are the factors in this movement. what is our plan of
action?

The answer to the problem is obvious. The oudines were clearly
etched by the voters in the elections. what this country needs more
than anything else is the crystallization of the trends and currents
that were expressed in the voting booth. The forces of reaction were
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held back in the elections. With organizatiot and struggle they can

be defeated. I think that is the message of the elections.

In broad terms, what this country needs, and what is now pos-

sible, is a massive peoplet movement, a coali,tion of people's nxoDe-

ments, a coalition geared to the problems and currents expressed by
the working-class, Black and Chicano movements working closely
with the students and other sections of the population. It would be
a coalition that does not replace or take over the role of speciffc
movements.

Such a coalition will not emerge as one immediately challenging
the two-party electoral system. This is an obstacle on which many
new formations have floundered before they were able to build po-
litical strength. More important than challenging the forms is to
challenge the political essence of the two-party system. It is also
obvious that while there must be national coordination and national
forms, these people's political formations must take root in the com'
munities, in Congressional districts. While this movement will not
ignore the two-party forms it is more important to build movements
of concerned people than of concerned Democrats, though they will
include Democrats who are concerned. This concept is not new
but the need and the possibilities are new. There is an urgent need
for bold initiatives by our Party in this direction. This concept should
result in people's conferences, people's congresses, people's com-
mittees and clubs. This was the scope of the electoral upsurge. It is
the politics of the anti-monopoly concept. The moment calls for
a broad front against reaction-against repression, racism and wars
of aggression.

It is a coalition through which the working class, lhe Black libera-
tion movement, the Puerto Rican and Chicano movements, the peace
movement, the women's liberation movement, would conduct their
political campaigns and. elect their representatives to political ofice.

The next lesson the election results point to clearly and urgently
is the need for Left-progressive political forms. In this connection
it seems to me there is a yery legitimate question the forces on the
Left must answer. Very concretely, what role did the Left play in
the efforts to defeat Buckley in New York, Murphy and Rafferty in
California, or Smith in Illinois. And it would be important for us
to lnow what role the Left played in the election of the three nenv
Black congressmen. I Inow there are some very interesting experi-
ences in the election of Dellums in California. What role the Left
played in this campaign would be of great interest.
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It is true that the Left was not totally absent in these elections.
But it is also true that, in general, it was disoriented and was not
a vital enough force. It seems clear the Left was laboring with a
number of political millstones around its neck. There is stil the
influence of petty-bourgeois radicalism. It is an attempt to apply
the counter-community concept to electoral politics, to apply-ihl
9o3""pj of "doing onet own thi"g" on the f-eft. ft is unbeiievably
infantile-but the results are damaging.

Left Formati.ons

Because we on the Left have not stated what went wrong in the
efforts that resulted in the formation of the Peace and Freedom
and Freedom and Peace parties and a dozen other Left electoral
organizations two years ago, the Left is saddled with the ghosts
of those past efforts. Therefore, even at this late date, in order to
clear the air we must state that it was not wrong to organize
these Left electoral formations. fn fact, these efforts were very
necessary and were important historic acts.

What went wrong is that in many cases these new and weak
efforts were infuenced or taken over by elements which had the
counter-community concept of the Left. The dificulties only multi-
plied when the national movemen't and the presidential campaign
were taken over by such counter-community elements. They remained
small because of Right, conservative infuences, but petty-bourgeois
radicalism more than any other factor destroyed these movements.

What were some of these wrong conceptsP l) That these forma-
tions had nothing to do with the rest of the progressive or liberal
community or movements. 2) That it was not possible or necessary
to win the working class or the Black, puerto Rican and chicano
communities to support these Lefr efiorts. 3) That their main task
was to attack the liberals. rt is our weakness that we have not fully
explained, and exposed these weaknesses. As long as masses on ttre
Left think that this is what we have in mind when we speak
about Lef formations we are not going to succeed.

We prlst projeot a Left that from ih" ,ury beginning takes a
principled position on basic questions and presents radical- solutions
but rejects petty-bourgeois radical concepts. Many Left forces are
not .19w 

joining in such attempts because they dont think it is
possible to build a Left without such concepts or hangups. Nobody
has publicly stated differently. All experience indicalei ho*"rr"r,
that wherever a correot concept of the Left is presenteJ'tUer" is a



good response. Therefore, we must again boldly take initiatives to

set into motion new Left-progressive formations. There is no reason

why, at least in the big 
"ities, 

*" should not take such initiatives.

The-need for them is manifold, including that we need them as

forms through which we can further break through the wall of fear

and hesitation about running and campaigning for Communist candi-

dates. There is a need for such formations because the working

class cannot break through its old patterns of political action with-

out them.
These formations or parties cannot be Communist, but neitler

should they be anti-Communist. They should not try to be_an altenaa-

tive to broader coalitions. They should have independent candi-

dates, especially working-class, Black, Puorto Rican, Chicano and

youth. Such formations could be more meaningful to the radicalized
you,th.

These two of the three prongs of our electoral policy-4ommunist
candidacies and candidacies of independent formations-are not miles

apart; they overlap and complement one another. In fact, the three

prongs are not three policieq they are t-hree sides of one electoral

pohcy.- 
Th"r" is a growth in the number of Black Amerieans being elected

to public office. This progress should convince all that it is possible

to lnake a major bre-akthrough on this front. In most cases they

are elected as Democrats. But experience already shows that there

are limitations and dificulties along this path. Some of the limita'
tions are created by the reactionary control of the party machines.

This has become a sharp issue, for example, in Gary and Cleveland'

There the need for broad people's and Lef,t organiza6ons has become

urgent. We must state that without such formations Black rep-

resentation can suffer a setback.
Finally, it is also a lesson from these past elections ,that withort

such intermediary organizations we Communists are not a very
strong force in determining the course of evenb-even during a

critical election campaign. We must take the necessary steps now

so that we can be a force in the 1972 elections.

I have dealt extensively with the elections because tley are an

important mirror of most of our problems. In a basic sense, these

are not narrow electoral problems. They are political problems that
were sharply refected in the elections.

IAMES E IACKSON

Ahout Three Philosnphers,

Fredrick Engels, Herhert Marcuse,

Angela llavis*
Comradesl

Allow me, ffrst of all, to convey the warm fraternal greetings
of the National Committee of the Communist Party of ttre United
States and the personal best wishes of Comrades Gus Hall and
Henry Winston to all delegates and participants of this signiffcant
intemational conference marking the 150th anniversary of the birth
of Frederick Engels.

In the name of our Party permit me to express the deepest
appreciation to the Socialist Unity Party of Germany and its foremost
leader Comrade Walter Ulbricht for the preparation of this most
important meeting and for our invitation to participate.

I join {with all comrades who have expressed esteem for the richly
informative opening address of Comrade Friedrich Ebert and for
all the valued contributions which have followed from this podium.
*A Torch of Reasorf

Quoting from a poem by Ne}rasov, Lenin's memorial tribute to
Frederick Engels referred to him as "a torch of reason." ('Frederick
Engels," CollectedWorlcs, Vol. 2, p. 19.) 'After his friend Karl Marx
. . . Engels was the ffnest scholar and teacher of the modern prole-
tariat . . . ," Lenin sud. (lbid,,)

Inseparable in their friendship from ffrst encounter as yolrng men
in their twenties till Marx's death in 1883, the great duo who intro-
duced to.the workers of the world the true path of struggle for
a workers' world shared in inseparable measure in each othel's
creations.

Epitomizing ttreir service to tbe march of man in history, Lenin
wrote that "they taught the working class to know itself and be
- *Tfrl'-foUowing article is ibased on a speech presented at an Inter-
national scientific conference held in Berlin, G. b. R. on Novenlber 12
and 13, 1970 on the occasion of the 160th anniversary of the hirth of
Frederick Engels.

POfmcAf f,FilIng
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conscious of itseu, and they substituted science for dreams." (lbid.,

p. 20.)- 
Kari Marx's son-in-law and Engels' friend, Paul Lafargue, wrote

that ..Marx always admired the universality of Engels' knowledge,

his quickness of mind which enabled him to switch with ease from

one subject to another, while Engels on his part was amazed at

Marxt iemarkable analytic powers and his capacity for generaliza-

tion." (Quoted in Y. Stepanova, Frederi,ck Engels, Progress Publishers,

Moscow, 1968.)
It is a good fortune of history, and of the role of the working

class in its making, that these moral and intellectual giants met

and merged the great talents of their genius in a lifetime of work-
ing collaboration and common purpose. The working relationship
between Engels and Marx is history's most creative parbrership, and

tlre story of their friendship will always remain a model of inspiration
for fostering those selfless relations of true brotherhood which ought
to obtain between comrades.

"His (Engels') love for the living Marx and his reverence for the

memory of the dead Marx were boundless," Lenin wrote. His de-

votion to Marx was as a testament and measure of his boundless

love for and devotion to the cause of the working class. It was

t-he workers, the primary revolutionary class, whom Marx and Engels

disclosed to be that social force which, in the revolutionary action

of emancipating itself, was destined to liberate the human race

"from the jungle of necessity" and set it upon tfie ever-ascending high
ground of genuine freedom.

In these days when there is much talk of "model building," I think
it germane to our needs as Communists, as members of the great

leadership vanguard of the changers and remolders of the earth and

the age, to pause before the personality of Frederick Engels and

take note of that special distinguishing feature of his personality-
his working class modesty, his complete absence of self-centeredness

and vainglory. Though his close friends sometimes referred to him as

'The Generaf' (i,r admiration for his gallant military role in the up-
rising of 1B4B and his continuous expertise in military science and

events), Engels never held or sought a title or a rank. He never

brooded over the fact that his name was often absent from the
identiffcation or designation of tfre science which they-Marx and

Engels*had iointly brought forth and elaborated. It was never a
problem to Engels to play 'tecond ftddle" to that towering genius

of Marx whom Engels characterized as "the greatest head of our
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time" and "the strongest heart I have ever known. . . ." (Y. Stepanova,

"p.cit.)Engels was always in battle with the enemies of the working class
at Marx's side but he never joined in contention for any honor
of the ffeld in the role of rival. Engels abjured flattery and boasting
and was merciless in deflating the pufied-up postures assumed by
such big ego-ffgures of the workers' and toilers'movement as Lasalle,
Proudhon and others, who went about basking in the adulation of
cults of admirers and hero worshippers. He was ever the scourge
of fanaticism and blind loyalty.

Engels had absolute conviction and faith in the capacity of the
working class to think and reason in accord with the dialectical
process and to act out their iudgements and conclusions in accord
with historical science and the compulsions of social necessity.

Engels sublimated any personal ambition he might have had to
the great cause of the revolution. His unselffshness, the absence of
ostentation and pomp in his public deporhnent, and the generosity
of his unheralded contributions to the totality of the work of the
colleotive, was designed to aid and encourage and maximize the
contribution of all the colleagues around Marx. In so doing, he did
not lessen but enhanced the personal saUsfaction which he derived
from his services to the revolutionary struggle.

History shows that the esteem for and appreciation of Frederick
Engels' great revolutionary works grows with the rise of every new
generation of ftghters in the workers' cause. There is something Engels
tells us about developing the art and method of collective iwork as
a means of multiplying the leadership cadre in keeping with the
ever-growing requirements for leadership for the rising forces of
revolution. He stands forth as one of the most popular and esteemed
leaders in the whole of working-class history and it could never be
said of him that he ever once traded principle for popularity.

Engels, likg Marx and later Lenin, counted it his business to rally
the advanced forces of the Party of the working class to confront
and give battle to every attack or maneuver by the enemy or its
dupes against the ideological foundations of the Party, its program
and the practical daily survival struggles of the class.

"It seems," Engels noted, "that evory workers' party of a big
country can develop only through internal struggle, which accords
with the laws of dialectical materialism." (SeleAed Cortespond,erwe
of Karl Marx and, FredeNck Engals, Progress publishers, Moscow,
1968, p. 425,) ln any event, 'tontradictions can never be glossed over
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for long, they are resolved in struggle." (E. Stepanova, op, cil.)
(From this idea of Engels and his own considerable organizational
experience, Lenin evolved the concept of cttiicism and self'criticism
as a law'of development of Communist parties to be elaborated along-
side that of the maintainance of the structured practice of democratie
centralism. )

Engels, whose writing style reflected the spirit of revolutionary
passion and arduous involvement as an activist or partisan publicist
in atl tle tempestuous events of his time, wherever people rose

against misery or tyrants added some new outrage to the inffnite
catalog of their crimes against humanity, was at the same time one

of the most lindwledgeable thinkers and theorists in philosophy and
the natural sciences of modern times. Yet this man, whose erudition
matched that of the brightest stars of the Renaissance, had to end
his formal schooling before completing the high school level. His
acquisition of such vast areas of lnowledge is an evidenee of the
marvels of self-discipline and personal organization which he attained.
Still, Engels was no stuffed shirt or intellectual effete. There was

no air of the snob about him. He had a great sensitivity for the
hurting of humanity and a profound love of the people. He would
indeed say with Marx: 'Nothing human is alien to me."

On Herbert Marcuse

We live at a particular time in history when the general crisis

of capitalism descends to its third and ffnal stage, and, acoompanying

this fact, there arise on a global scale new opportunities for the
acceleration of the world revolutionary process and for registering
vital new democratic and socialist victories by the working class,

the national liberation movement and associated progressive social
forces. Yet at the same time the forces of reaction, mindful of their
diminishing strength, desperately seek to stay tle verdict of history
and to acquire new resources to arrest the growth of the balance
of strength favoring the side of the world working class and the
anti-imperialist strata and sectors. It is at just such a dme as the
present that the revolutionary parties need. to rear cadres purpose-
fully striving to acquire and emulate the qualities of character, the
appetite for leaming, dre revolutionary ardor, the political courage
and personal commitrnent that are our heritage from the sterling
leadership models constructed in the life and worla of a Fredericlc
Engels, a KarI Marx, a Vladimir Ilyich Lenin.

World imperialism, partieularly U.S. ruling circles, are presently
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embarked upon a massive, extensive, and multi-tiered ideological eam-
paign to divert the minds of revolting and rebellious masses from
tle revolutionary alternative to the deepening misery and threatening
catastrophe of capitalism's worsening general crisis.

This ideological campaign of the U.S. imperialists refects some
of the sophistication of its neo-colonialist programs. That is, it stands
prepared to seek partial advantages, to chip off bits and pieces of
the leadership of the newly radicalized forces of the peace, Black
people's liberation, and trade union rank-and-ffle movements. It
patiently persists in identifying and encouraging deviant tendencies
in the genuinely revolutionary organizations, that is, of ttre Party,
the militant youth, and radical student organizations. While not
letting up on its use of police tenor, brutal midnight raids, and
police-courtroom frame-up conspiraeies against revolutionary forces,
the ruling-class strategists are now going in heavily for "mixing up
the minds" of the teftward leaning masses.

The most prestigious, influential and skillful producer and circu-
lator of counterfeit 'tevolutionary" doctine is Professor Herbert
Marcuse who lauds the "heroes" of the black flag of anarchism
while heaping scom on the bearers of the red flag of communism.
His name has even appeared on signs carried in demonstrations by
guileless youth proclaiming fidelity to "Marx, Marcuse, Mao."

Like a big city hustler at a country fair, Marcuse sustains an
almost hypnotic pattern of words that sound softly sybillant and
satisfying to the ears, whfle he works to pick the pockets of the
minds of his youtlful audiences of any Marxist, scientiffc revolu-
tionary concepts which may be lying loose there. As a revolutionary
philosopher, Marcuse is a mountebank and fakir. In truth, he is
planting counter-revolutionary attitudes including scorn for the Soviet
Union and all Communist parties which proclaim their loyalty to
Marxism-Leninism and international proletarian solidarity.

Thousands.of the most thoughtful and daring of the anti-establish-
ment youth are probing their own path toward the Communist party
and the victorious ideology of Marxism-Leninism. Marcuse is a
detour sign on their route of march. He is involved in the exhuming
and the reincarnation of the "thought" of the father of American
anarchism Johann Most and the Russian anarchists Bakunin and
Kropotkin.

'The slogan of the Three M's" (Marx, Marcuse, Mao) is a false
banner, an impossible amalgam. One eannot reconcile the ideas of
Marx with the Marcusean conception of the industrial society,. rrrrite
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the Chilean scholars, Carlos Maldonado and Sergio Vuskovic in their
recent book entitled Lenin o Marcuse? This excellent polemical
critique of Tlw Orw-Di,mensional Man and other Marcuse "standards"

itemizes the list of Marcuse's pretentious inventions in revolutionary
theory and strategic concepts, and lays bare their counter-revolu-
tionary soul and service to the strategists of imperialist survival.

In his small book entitled An Essag on, Liberation (Beacon Press,

Boston, 1969), Marcuse squeezes together his main thoughts into
his own "Little Red Book." This Essay is a veritable catalog of
sophisticated slander of Marxism-Leninism, the world working class,

the world-wide revolutionary process and its greatest achievements-
the Communist parties, the Soviet Union and &e community of
socialist states.

Marcuse declares that the working class is no longer a revolutionary
social force. He sees 'the integration of the organized ( and not only
the organized) laboring class into the system of advanced capitalism."
(An Essay on Liberation, p. 14.) Therefore, he argues, "the search
for speciffc historical agents of revolutionary change in the advanced
capitalist countries is indeed meaningless." (lbid., p. 78.)

With the working class integrated into the establishment and no
'historical agents of social change" present, how will Marcuse's
"world of human freedom" be delivered out of the revolution or, as

he terms it, 'The Great RofusalP" He tells us:

The new radicalism militates against the centralized bureau-
cratic Communist as well as against the semi-democratic liberal
organization, There is a strong element of spontaneity, even an-
archism, in this rebellion. Therefore, the aversion against pre-
established leaders, apparatchils of all sorts, politicians no matter
how leftist. The initiative shifts to small groups ,rid"ly diffused,
with a high degree of autonomy, mobility, flexibility.* (lbid.,
p. 8e.)

Marcuse is here fathering factional disintegration in the advanced
organizations of the "Communist as well as against the semi-demo-
cratic liberal organization" of the masses.

Reo olutionary Afutenturi,stn and. Anarchism

It must be noted that now Herbert Marcuse has a rival, coming
up fast for the anti-working class, anti-revolutionary ideological
leadership in the U.S. He is Charles Reich, the auttror of The Creen
ing of Arnprica.
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Charles Reich is being sold to the young generation by the media

as the truly 'in" and "with it" revolutionary teacher' If Marcuse's
'thing" is to exploit the militant mood of the youth, to breathe new
Iife into the dry bones of anarchism and, like a Pied Piper of
Hamlin, to lead the boldest kids of the New Left into the sea,

to waste tfreir revolutionary energy and their precious lives, Charles

Reich's mission is to foster an anticipated non-social activist back-

lash. The advertisement heralding this new Messiah for the "yorth
rebellion" describes his message as follows:

There is a revolution coming. It will not be like revolutions of
the past. It will originate with the individual and with culture,
and it will change the political structure only as its ffnal act' It
will not require violence to succeed, and it cannot be successfully
resisted by violence. This is the revolution of the new generation.

This is an admixture of the Paulist Christian doctrine of ffshing
for the individual souls of men and the pseudo-psychiatric mumbo-

iumbo of "scientology." It is a total abnegation of social action be-

cause the revolution is an act of personal, individual conversion.

That is. change the world by ffrst changing the hearts of men. Amen!
Whatever danger to the clarity of the youth Reich may come to

represent, at the present it is the petty-bourgeois revolutionariness
of Marcuse and his like which are the main ideological agents of
confusion on the Left.

The Guyana Peoplet Progressive Party journal Thunder carries in
its ]une issue an article entitled "The Police and the Anarchists"
written by Engels'friend Paul Lafargue near the turn of the century.
But in it he speaks to and illuminates an aspect of the political
reality in the U.S. today. He writes:

The capitalist class . in the ffrst class of the propertied
which has made of the police the most solid pillar of its State
and society. Without haggling or counting the cost it spends money
for that purpose; it covers all the blind and unlarvful brutalities
of the police with the mantle of Christian charrty' . . .

The police, treated like a pampered, spoiled child, imagines
that it is permitted to do almost anything.

A former prefect of police, M. Andrieux, in his memoirs gar-
ruIously revealed that the police furnished the money needed for
the foundation of the first anarchist paper published in France,
which for the information of all and sundry published recipes for
the manufacture of explosives and bornbs. . . .

But in the eyes of the capitalists the police is so sublime and
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sacrosanct an institution that whatever it may do can never be
bad.. ..

Eagerly trhey spread among the public the falsehood that be-
tween anarchism and Socialism there was no essential difference.
Anarchism, they said, is the logical sequence of Socialism, the
anarchists are courageous people who have the consistency to
translate their theories into practice; the Socialists, however, are
hypocritical anarchists.

The Socialists, however, proved that the anarchists' theories were
the results of the economic laissez-faire, the legitimate offspring
of bourgeois individualism; that the anarchists would operate only
through individual action, while the Socialists expected success
only through the action of the organized proletariat; that the
anarchists fulminated against the suffrage, while the Socialists util-
ized it in order to penetrate legislative and administrative bodies
to the great terror of the bourgeois politicians; that the anarchists
preached the propaganda of the deed and the murderous action
of the autonomous individual, while the Socialists would sanction
only the propaganda of the idea and &sapproved the bloodthirsty
speeches as much as the dynamite-fflled cooking pots, because . . .

dynamite outrages would not aid in the solution of the social
problem but, on the contrary, would retard it for the reason that
they excited the indignation of all the eficient members of the
proletariat.

The social, class roots of anarchistic theories and deeds are dealt
with by Lenin in "Left-Wi,ngl Commani,srn: An Infantile Disoriler
in 1920. There he wrote:

. . . Bolshevism grew, took shape, and became steeled in long
years of struggle against petty-bourgeois reooluti,onism, whicf,
smacks of, or borrows some-thin-g from anarchism. . . The petty
b_ourgeois, "furious" over the horrors of capitalism, is a jocial
phenomenon which,_like anarchism, is characteristic of all capitarist
countries. The instability- of such revolutionism, its barrennEss, its
ability to become swiftly, transformed into submission, apa-thy,
fantasy, and even into a 'mad" infatuation with one oi anoth"i
bourgeois 'fad"-all this is a matter of common Inowledge. But
a theoretical, abstract recognition of these truths does noi at all
free revolutiimary parties from old mistakes, which always crop
up at unexpected moments, in a somewhat new form, in lndrely
new vestments or surroundings, in peculiar-more or less peculiar
-circumstances. (International Publishers, New yor\ l$ jp. l7.)
writing on "Revolutionary Adventurism" in rg02 in o1d Russia,

Lenin said:
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The Social-Democrats (Communists, I.I.) will always wam
against adventurism and ruthlessly expose illusions which inevitably
end in complete disappointment. We must bear in mind that a

revolutionary party is worthy of its name only when it guides iro

deed the movement of a revolutionary class. We must bear in mind
that any popular movement assumes an inffnite variety of forms,
is constantly developing new forms and discarding the old, and
effecting modiffcations or new combinations of old and new forms.
It is our duty tg participate actively in this process of working
out means and methods of struggle. (Collected Works, Vol. 6,
p. 45.)

We must take note, Lenin taught, that "anarchism was often a

sort of punishment for the opportunist sins of the working class

movement." ("Left-Wingi Communism, pp. 17-18.)

Notwithstanding this truth, "the attitude of Marxism to anarchism
in general stands out most deffnitely and unmistakably," Lenin empha-
sized. (lbid., p. 20.) He further referred to "acts of terror and at-
tempts at assassination" as 'tactics we Marxists emphatically rejected."
(Ibid., p. 18.)

Furthermore, in his work "Revolutionary Adventurism," Lenin
wrote:

We shall always expose people who in word war against hack-
neyed dogmas and in practice hold exclusively to such motlt-eaten
and harmful commonplaces as the theory of the transference of
strength, the difierence between big work and petty work and, of
course, tlw tLrcory of single combat. (Collected Works, Vol. 6,
p. 46. Emphasis added.)

And again:

. shots ffred by the "elusive individuals" who are losing
faith in the possibility of marching in formation and working hand
in hand with the masses also end in smoke. (Ibid., p. 47.)

Contemplating the consequences of ultra-revolutionism, Lenin wrote
in 1921 in '"The Importance of Gold Now and After the Complete
Victory of Socialism" as follows:

The greatest, perhaps the only danger to the genuine revolu-
tionary is that of extreme revolutionism, ignoring the limits and
conditions in which revolutionary methods are appropriate and can
be successfully employed. . . . True revolutionaries will perish . . .

only if they abandon their sober oudook and take it into their heads
that the "great, victorious world" revolution can and must solve
all problems in a revolutionary manner under all circumstances
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and in all spheres of action.
We must estimate as soberly as possible which problems can be

solved by revolutionary methods at any given lime and which
cannot. (Collected Works, Vol. 33, pp. 110-111.)

Angela Darsis-Philosopher in T ro.nsi,tion

Comrades,
Ner,v-s comes today that the iudicial co-cbnspirators with the police

and their political masters of the monopolist ruling circles have
placed their stamp of approval upon the extradiction to california
of Angela Davis. There she could be quartered in the death row of
the california prison while awaiting the trial in which the state may
demand her life.

Angela Davis is the innocent victim of a monstrous frame-up
crime of police and government agencies to execute her in order
to strike terror into the breasts of rebellious youth and the Black
liberation movement. They want to paralyze these movements through
invoking mass fear of continuing revengeful lynchings.

Angela Davis is a young Black woman of wide cultural attain-
ments. Already a celebrated veteran of struggle in behalf of in-
humanly abused and ,niustly incarcerated prisoners of the infamous
soledad prison of california, Angela Davis is well known for her
work in support of prison reform. Two years ago she came to the
attention of the nation and world public as the principar in an
effort of the reactionary california Governor Ronald n"ugr, and the
neo-fascist former member of the university Regents, Max Rafferty,
to violate canons of academic freedom and ban thir yo,rrg professor
of philosophy from her classroom at the university of 

-california.

Responding to the latest blow against her freedom Angela Davis has
said: "Reagan and reaction tried to take away my job, now they
want to take my life. I do not believe the people wiil permit them
to succeed."

It is the conviction of our Party that the conffdence in the triumph
of iustice in this case, born out of the militant strength, activity
and solidarity of the anti-imperialist people, will be sGained, and
that tre demands of world public opinion will force open the prison
gates and free Angela Davis.

There is a bond of connection between Angela Davis and the
meaning and message of the life and heritage of the great Frederick
Engels.

Frederick Engels and Angela Davis both begin their social awaken-

ing to the necessity for helping change the world in the interest
of the advancement of humanity as young students of philosophy.
Both Engels and Angela Davis were precocious students of the most
prominent philosophers of their day. Engels along with Marx
thoroughly mastered all the works of Hegel-a discipline which
uniquely equipped them to subject Hegelt philosophical system to
profound critical appraisal and to abstract from it its rational kemel.
They rescued its dialectical method from Hegelt idealist philosophical
system for the service of the working class-the truly dynamic and
historic social force for the forward march of man. Both'Engels and
Angela studied in Germany. Engels broke through the 

"otri"tirrgbourgeois idealist boundary of HLgel; indeed, he Joined with Marx
in elaborating dialectical and historical materialism as the scienti-
ffg"]ty veriffed philosophical negation of Hegelanism and all bourgeois
philosophical systems. The young student of Hegel, Frederick Engers,
went beyond his master to arnive a,t Marxism.

- Thg lovely young woman philosophy scholar, Angela Davis, un-
happily did not have the good fortune to discovei a professorial
master of the caliber of Hegel. She became the aptest p"pl of *re
most publicized and romanticized "radical" philosopher lnlhe west
-the German-born Herbert Marcuse, of whose role we have already
spoken.

Like Engels, who went beyond the idealism of Heger to diarectical
materialism, Angela Davis likewise goes beyond herleacher arong a
path from Marcuse to Lenin.

From Hegel to Marx was not an easy joumey even for the co-found-
er of Marxism to make. certainly there is much that is personal testa-
ment in the brilliantly lucid and compassionately appreciative an-
alysis that Engels made of Ludwig Feuerbach. Ludwig Feuerbach
was a philosopher in transiti,an from Hegel to Marx. I dont know
how far Feuerbach went on the scale that separates these two posi-
tions, but how passionately Engels wished that he would make itt

Angela Davis is'a young philosopher. An honest scholar and dedi-
cated partisan of the freedom aspirations of her people-the segre-
g?ted, racially persecuted, super-exploited, discriminated-against
Black folk of Alabama, the South and the nation. she is a phirosopher
in transition from Marcuse to Marx and Lenin. she heralded her
commitment to traverse that distance when she refused to deny that
she had joined the communist Party, despite all careerist blandish-
ments and despite all threats by the authorities.

Angela Davis discovered and extended her hand towards the work-
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ing class, the only true social lever for the elevation of all oppressed
hurnanity, and the class base and focus for all human progress in
our epoch. I believe it is certain that the workers of the whole
world will grasp her hand in a mighty grip of intemational solidarity
and will make the cause of her freedom from prison and the shadow
of the executioners' chamber their very own cause!

After the events of 1849, the youtMul Engels was compelled to
leave his homeland and build a new life among strangers. But he
found compassion, fraternity, understanding and hooo, in those dis-
tant places where he journeyed, for Engels was always one of the
family,- the great family of the intemational working ciass which he
never left and which never abandoned him.

Neither police agents-provocateurs nor the old peddler of philo-
sophical "revolutionary" junk will succeed in putting Angela Davis
in the trick bag" of the anarchists. Angela Davis is a Comnw.nist
and the demand of the masses will set her free. As a Communist
the commitment of Angela Davis is to the reasoned revolutionary
scienee of Marxism, not to the nihilist tactics of anarchy.

Lenin quotes Engels as saying that "the historical theory of Marx
is the fundamental condition oL al). reasoneil eu,'d consistent revolu-
tionary tactics. . ." It is because of her identiffcation with the
cause of Marx, Engels and Lenin that the bourgeoisie hates Angela
Davis. And that is why the world's toilers love her and will demand
her freedom.

In closing I wish to address this proposal to our dear Comrade
Walter Ulbricht. Here, in this capital city of the German nation,
here on the freedmant soil of the workers, where each man shows
concem for the other and no man exploits his brother, can there
not be raised from an international fund subscribed to from dele-
gations in this hall a worthy statue to that modest man Frederick
Engels, ftghting son of Germany and a brother and founding father
to us alll

'\Mhat childish innocence it is to present impatience
as a theoreticarrv 

TH:_T;:T;:'*ogram of
the Blanquist Communards"

ROSCOE PBOCTOR cmd AnT $ilEl"D1S

The General Motors Strike
Every strike is a battle between the working class and ttre capitalist

class. And the long strike of 400,000 automobile workers against the
General M,otors Corporation was one of the biggest class battles the
U.S. has seen.

In this battle General Motors was also ffghting for the other auto-
mobile companies, who were expected to accept the m,ain terms of the
settlement reached by the industryt leader.

Tha Relati,onslfip of Forces

General Motors, with its 15 billion dollars of assets, is the worldt
biggest manufacturing company. Neady 150 plants were on strike.
The battle fronts extended over thousands of miles in the U.S. and
Canada. And the battle news was eagerly followed by tens of thou-
sands of other G.M. workers in Great Britain, West Germany, Aus-
tralia, Latin American and other lands.

In this battle the United Automobile Workers union was ffghting
labort most pov/erful industrial ,foe. General Motors is the chief pillar
of the National Association of Manufacturers, an irreconcilable enemy
of the worhng class. And G.M.'s directors represent the biggest and
rnost dangerous nxlnopolists. These include the du Ponts, the oldest
and most fascist-minded industrial dynasty, the Morgan bankers, the
Mellons of Pittsburgh, and both branches of the Rockefeller farnily.

Nevertheless the motor kings were weaker than they seemed to ibe.

They did not dare to use the violent tactics of former years. The
hooded killers of the Black Legion, for example, were discarded after
the UAW w,as ffrmly established. Some other weapons had vanished
as well. No scabs were available. And it was impossible for company
stooges to start a back-to-work movement.

Nor was President Nixon ready ,to help his class brothers by federal
intervention. The political price was too high at this time.

These factors put the union in a strong position. The strikers, black
and white, were deterrnined to get a strong contract. They had suf-
fered sorely from wartfune infl.ation. They must have more dollars. But
they wanted mnre than mm.ey. They wanted rnost of all to lessen the
inhuman speedup that was shortening,their lives. They also wanted to
end compulsory overtirne that requires them to work 58 hours a week

35
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-sometimes more-in rush times. This demand was urgently pressed
by the young men, who are a majority in the plants. Strikers also
wanted rnore stewards and plant oommitteemen. General Motors al-
lows only,one steward to every 200 to 250 workers. This makes a farce
of grievance procedures.

Men wear out early on pr',oduction lines. So the strikers demanded
an early retirement provision. The slogan'500 at 30," that is, a pension
of $500 after 30 years'wor\ regardless of age, was widely acclaimed

-especially by older men.
The ffghting spirit gained added ffre from the rebellion against rac-

ism. Some 300,000 Black workers are UAW rnemhers. Another 100,000
aro Chicanos, Puerto Ricans and other Latin Americans. They are the
UAW'S most militant members. They have the dirtiest jobs, the most
dangerous jobs and the rnost unhealthy jobs in the foundries, stamp-
ing, painting,and orther departmants. And they are insisUng on equality
in the industry and in the union today.

- The strikers' strength, however, was not fully used. Unfortunately,
little effort was made to rnobilize the full strengih of the UAW,s mem-
ber,s during two months of struggle. Thus thJrank and ffle was told
nothing _alout the progress of negotiations with the exploite,r. The
strikers did not lcnow urhat demands were being dropp,ed under com-
Pany pressure. Had they known this they could have brought counter
pressure against G.M.

The rank-and-fflers were kept in the dark while their future condi-
tions were being decided. In contrast one remembers how rank-and-
ftlers and leaders worked hand in hand in the great sitdown strikes at
the G.M. plants that won the fust UAW contraot in lgg7. The sitdown-
ers' wives formed a wall of living flesh in front of the embattled Flint
plants while the men inside armed themselves with steel hinges and
other weapons against an expected military attack. The wiv6s were
teargassed and came back to defend their men again. John L. Lewis,
the cro leader, Lrnew G.M. would not talk to him, if it was not afraid
of the rank,and ffle. so Lewis took the rank and ffle and its commu-
nist leaders into his conffdence during the negotiations th,at won
victory.

The- odd_s against the sitdown strikers seemed overwhelming to
capitalist observers when the struggle began. The fascist-minded du
Ponts, who dominated G.M., had never signed a union contract and .

said they never would. And victory would never have been won had
rank and ffle and leaders not teamed up together

That viotory was decisive. The U.S. Steel Corp., which is closely
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linked to G.M., signed its ffrst pact with the CIO steel workers soon

after. Other big industries were unionized quickly. The fruits of the
automobile workers' unity reached far and wide.

But rthe UAW negotiators did not take the strikers into their con-

ffdence during the parleys with General Motors this fall. This lack of
conffdence weakened the uniont bargaining position. In the end some
gains were won by the strikers' solidarity. But the ment most impor-
tant demands were sacriffced in closed bargaining sessions.

Wlwt Was Won

We'll deal with the gains ffrst. In the old days G.M.k hard-boiled
directors would throw an elderly worker on the social scrap heap after
his body wore out on the production line. But G.M.-with all its power

-could not prevent the uni,on from winning one of the highest pen-

si,ons in Am&ioan industry this fall. The strikers did not win "500 at

30." But 3O-year men will be able to retire at $500 a month at the age

of 58 next year. If they retire at an earlier age the 3O-year men wiII
lose $8.00 a month for each year they are under 58.

The age limits drops to 57 in L972 and to 56 in 1973. Efiorts will
doubtless be made to lower the retirement age in the next contraot.
This is important, because many production men wear out before 56.

Medical beneftts for pensioners are also increased. But retirees have
no cost-of-living protection. Men who retire with $500 a rnonth in 1971

will be able to buy only $470 of goods in L972 and fi442.20 in 1973 if
costs go up 6 per cent a yean, and even less with 7 per cent inflation.
This mmst be corrected.

A fourth vacation week with pay was given men with 20 years serv-

ice. Some improvement in medical allowances was gained. But the

demand for dental care at the expense of G.M. was lost.

A m,odest wage rise was won. Nixon calls this 'infationary." But
Nixon s war policies-not wages-are fanning infl,ation. And workers

fear that the Nixon-Wall Street inflation will leave them no better off
than before. In any case G.M. will come out ahead with its higher car

prices. But on the whole the settlement was a set-back for Big Business

and Nixon.
Most of the money gains ,come in the ffrst yoar of a three-year con-

tract. An immrediate rise of 51 cen'ts an hour brings hourly wages to

$4.51. Only 18 cents of this is new money. Another 38 cents is a cost-

ofJiving catch-up from the previous contract.
The 18 cents is roughly a 4 per cent rise. This will be beefed up a

little in the two last years of the contract by an extra I per cent yearly.
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The I per cent is a,llegedly based on higher productivity.
Many people were rnisled by press yarns that a cost-of-living pro-

vision will make up fully for inflated prices. This is not so. The cost-
of-living guaranty only meets tlree-fourths of the price rises. This
may cos,t a worker about 22 cents an hour in buying power in three
years, according to Viobor Perlo, .ttre chairman of the Communist Par-
ty's economics committee.

The cost-of-living adjustment is based on the consumer price index
of the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. But the BLS habitually under-
states living 

-c9st1. 
This helps employers. And Perlo warns again*t

the danger of further BLS distortions.
fn one case UAW negotiators aotually accepted a direct wage cut

-to the suprise of the strikers. In the past, new workers got 10 cerrts
an hour less than their fellows until they completed a gO-day period.
But new hirees will now get 20 cents less. During the g0 days they
will continue to be denied medical and insuran& beneffts and ail
union protection. They can be ffred at will-as rnany have been. This
tempts 9.M. to userew hirees as pace setters to speed up o,ther rne,n.

^ 
The shelving of the important iob demands brought bi! *No', 

votes
fr-om iyportant local unions. Those "No" voters-and riany others,
who relustantly went along with the negotiators-thought they could
win a better oontract by ffghting longer. And we'll come to'the re-
iegted demands after dealing with the strikers' ability to hord out {or
what rthey wanted.

The strikers'farnilies had been getting weeHy allowances of $BO
$85 and $40 from the UAW strike }und.-This fund was abou,t to run
ou! but there were large, untapped resources from friendly unions.
offers of a l0-million dollar loan from the united steer workers and
a 25-million dollar loan from the Teams,ters were waiting to be turned

lnto- cas! and groceries. Mo're help was promised by otlier unions and
by friends in the motor car cities. And a glimpse o[ further fund-rais-
ing possibilities was given in a full-page appeal in the Nao york Times
by the newly-created National citizens committee to Aid the Famites
of G.M. strikers, headed by Paul Douglas, the former senator from
Illinois.

This appeal for shike funds was signed by rnany dignitaries, who
said: "we do not want the hunger and misery of the strikers'families
to be a deeiding factor in the striket resolution."

The main support for shikers always comes from the working crass.
But the nilrnes of the men and women who signed the fund--raising
appeal indicate the broad opposition to greedy corporations that exists
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in important middle-class circles. The signers included well-known
politicians, who believed most voters would back tLem. There wae
also many prominent churchmen, la,bor officials and other leading per-
sonalities, with many Black men on the list.

Among the signers were Senators Edward S. Muskie (Maine), Ed-
ward M. Kennedy (Massachusetts), George MoGovern (South Da'
lcota), Birch Bayh (Indiana), and Senator-elect Hubert Humphrey
(Minnesota).

Members of the House of Representatives also put their signatures

on the fund-raising appeal. Among them were John Conyers, Jr., Louis
Stokes, Shirtey Chishokn, William S. Ctray, William B. Ford, and Bella
Abzug, Congresswoman-elect.

trmllortant clergymon on the list included Bishop flhomas Gumble-
ton, vicar general of the Archdiocese of Detroit; Rev. Francis B. Sayre,
Dean of Washington Cathedral; Bishop Stephen Spottswood, NAACP
leader, and Monseignor Charles Owe'Ir Rice.

Labor signers included George Meany, president of the AFL-CIO,
Cesar Chavez, heroic far.m workers' leader, and Frank Fitzsimmons,
president of the Teamsters' Union. Other well-l,rnown signers included

Julian Bond, Georgia state representative, Mayor Richard G. Hatcher
of Gary, Indiana, A. Philip Rando$h, president of the A. Phflip Ban-
dolph Institutg and Roy Wi,lkins executive secretary of the NAAGP.

General Motors was in difficulties meanwhile. The giant corrlpany
could not stay out of hte market indeff,nitely. It was in a weaker strike
position than the copper companies, who three years ago held out
eight months against the copper uni,ons, with the help of their Latin
American mines.

Overseas workens were bringing Pressure to bear on G.M. Thou-
sands of workers were demonstrating in France and other lands. Soviet
workers showed which side they were on when men and women in
three Soviet automobile plants raised $50,000 for the strike. Ttre UAW
thanked the Soviet unionists for this proof of solidarity in a warm
letteq while sayrng 'that thb money was not needed at the time.

Solidarity demonstrations a'lso wenrt on in American cities with tLe
help of the Comrnunist Party, whose members were among &e strikors.
The Party rnade the skike a major issue. And the Daily World, was
mobilizing strike support day by day.

tlne Daily World, was passed out by the thousands on many strike
fronts. A huge distribution was also given to a fourlnge flyer that
reprinted a Daily World expos6 of G.M.'s greedy directors and car-
riod a solidarity statement by the Commrunist Pa"ty. And strikers were
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often heard to say how much they missed the paper when distributors
didn't appear. Sornetimes strikers took ,bunilJs it Oalty Worlils e*,d.
distributed the papers themselves.

Everr vocal anti-communists welcomed it as the only daily paper in
the English 'language that supported their struggle against 

^General

Motors. And Ken Newoomb, the Daity Warlds brrinesimarager, tells
the following story from a G.M. piclei ]ine in New Jersey. 

"H" **
passing out the plper frorn a car window when a buily, blue.coated
policeman stopped a sbiker who had a Daily Wo,rld, in his hand. Nerv-
oomb could not hear the conversation. But next day this worker asked
him for lhe DailyWoild,,and said: 't hear you a,raCommunists. Well,
I hate thg_Soddamned Comrnunists. But I rnust say they are getting
out a goddamned good paper during this strike.,,

What Was Not Won

We now'turn to what the strikers didn't get. The BIac( Chicano
and Puert'o Rican workers are most disappoirJed. Th"y not onry srrfier
frgm compulory overtime, exhausting^ ipeedup and neglect of job
grievances. They also sufier acutely fromla raciit poliry ftat conffnes
th1m t9 $t/, d"rrg"oous and unhealthy jobs. ThJy made appeals to
union leaders through Black caucur"r 

- 

rrd other 
'organizatiois. 

But
when the settlement was announced they were left ouiof the contnact.

I$i"S was done rto corbect the racisrn-that disgrraces the automobile
industry.

Racism-has ,l*"yr cursed the motor aar industry. Only a sm,all per-

1T?g of Black, Chicano and Puerto Rican work".r g"t skilled ;.-obs.G.M., Ford, chrysler and Amerioan Motors use racist taotics to divide
the workers and weaken the union. unfortunately, the workers of these

31[:tl"a goups are poorly represented in the higher echelons of the
uAW. It is still more unfortunate that union negJtiators did not give
priority rt9 the special needs of their most oppresied members. But the
oppressed peoples are on the march today-.^The Blac\ chicano and
Puerto workers in the GrM. plants have the solidarity and experience
of good union members. Ani they have rnade it prain that tiley wilr
not accept the conditions they are sufiering from. 

-
one of the rnain complaints of G.M. workers is about the endless

9:l"y i" -solving 
job grievances. A worker may be unjustly suspended.

Ift may ibe asked to stay on the production line after an *i"ri Wator
from a leaky roof may be running down his back. He **y hur" .ry
g"g:f a hundred just grievances. But in ,the ffrst place he will fnd
it dificult to contact a steward when there is only onl steward to every
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200 or 250 men, and that one may also have his own production job to

do. In the second place a year may pass beftrlre thelmpile aots- on the

case after it has gone through the foremen-and-plant mill. The new

eontract gives no real relief. Grievances will still pi19 tp._hd one

remembeis the admission of G.M.'s vice president, Earl Bramblett,

that rthere were 50,000 unresolved grievances in the comlmny's plaats

in the U.S. and Canada when the strike began (Dailq World., October

15, 1970).
Many of the hardest industrial batdes of the working class were

fought-for the shorter work day. This was true rthe world over for a
cerlory and more. Labor began by demanding the lO-hour day rvhen

LZ to i4hours were customary. ThiS seemed ultra-radical to oapitalist

observers. And a Pennsylvania miltii,a general once reported with
ala.rrn that Susquehanna River sawmill strikers were marching under
banners, saying: '10 Hours or No Sawdust." That was in 1872.

The 8-hour itruggles came next. In 1886 tens of thousands of Amer-
ican workers staged May Day marches fon the B-hour day. In 1887

four leaders of the S-hour day mrovement were hanged in Chicago. In
1889 the Second Socialist rlnternati,onal asked world labor to dernon-

srtrate for the 8-hour day on May 1, 1890. This declaration was made

at the request of the young Amerioan Federation o{ Labor. After that
the strug[le was carried on in hundreds of strikes and demonshations.

And the ffght was ffnally won-so workers thought-when the basic

B-hour day and the 4O-hour week were ffxed as the standard labor time
for Amerioan workers during FranHin D. Roosevelt's administration.

The basic 40-hour week was written into the ffrst UAW contraot
with General,Motors in 1"937. But what has happened to this 40-hour
week victory? Any automobile worker can tell you that nothing is left
of the great 40-hour success except in slick times. Compulsory over-
time is the rule today. The companies save money by it, in spite of
overtime rates. They do not have to make insurance payments for ad-

ditional workers. They have no extra overhead charges. And the work-
er who tries to save his health by sticking to 40 hours and refusing
overtime may be suspended or ffred by G.M., Ford, Chrysler or Amer-
ican Motors.

Local unions have protested frequently against this evil ever since

oompusory overtim,e was accepted by &e UAW some years ago. But
tle new contract leaves the rule intact save $or one concession. It grves

an overtime worker a Sunday off if he has already put in 18 days

straight, He gets this one day off in two weeks, if he appliCI for it on
the preceding Friday.
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The overtime ev,il is atrmost rrniversal. workers in G.M. put in an

avrarage of ffve hours overtime a week--or more-the year aro:und. This
I:"y an- average work week of 4E hours o, *o.e_although many
G.M. workers toil much longer much of the year. And the irys *iir
be especially Iong in the next months while G.tvt. is catching up.

Qmpulory overtime is not only hard on the worker's t e"t"nn. It also
weakens the unionls,bargaining fower._ove,rtime creates unemproy-
,ment. The employer has a bargalning advantage when thore is a sur-
plus of labor-with lbbless men outside the doors. And though overtime
seels t9 give the worker more money he could sell his fi,bor power
at a higher price without it.

- .Compulsory overtime is eslrccially hard on men who make Iong
trips between work and hom6. Thus most of the Black and puerto
Rican workers in the big cheworet assembry prant in Tar:rytown, N.y.,
travel to and from New york city by 

"*.-'irri"rytown 
is dominai"a uythe Rockefellerc and other famiiies. ltt hard'for Black anJ-puerto

fiSu lorkers to get homes near the plant. So they lose urrtn* ho*,
in travel time in &" *T of another ma-n, who *"y .h*g" them eight
dollars a week. And there ls little time for urrylriog b,it s,rpper irrd
sleep after an overtime day in the plant.

_3i T"*T they have no social life until the weekend. By then they
may be too tired for any&ing but rest.

Men often try to eaie aching muscles by taking days off. ..Hell
no, I'm.not working tomorrow,,, we heard a tired yolrg ilack worker
say as he left a G.M. plant in Detroit on a Thursa"i. tn" day offis usually taken late in the week when men are %['in,- but some-
times exhausted workers prolong the week-end by taking'vro"a"y ofi.

This is called 'absenteiism.- b.M. is making 
" 

tot or"r*, abort it.And ftnancial journals noted with satisfaction that the union agreedin the new contract to herp the company ffght absenteeisrr and to
!"h Sir" young workers ,ior" ,uor"^of responsibility towards pro-
duction.

This is not well received by tired men.

Speeilup

All other evils fade tefore_ ttre speedup system that takes years
out of every automobile worker. Meo fail asreep after they settle
down in the bus on their way home. And &ey rie do# again
for an hour or two or three afier reaching home.

The auto speedup system is notorious. rt has been denounced in
countless articles and many books since Henry Ford introduced
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straight line production. It was pictured in fflm art in Charley Chap-

lin's-"ModeriTimes." It eased a littl" after the UAW won recognition'

But old-time production line workers ftnd it worse than ever today'

And both G.M. and Ford promise still more speedup'

Thus 8,000 G.M. workers^ at Lordstown, O', near'Warren are told

they must turn out 100 Vega cars an hour instead of 60'

ieneral Motors may not let away with this, however' Lordstown

has an ultra-modern pta"t aia its machines have met the engineers'

expectations. But the Lordstown workers have given G'M"s personnel

dJparhnent some big surprises. These workers were carefully screened

*ti"r, tfr" plant wi op""eil recently' They werg -drawn 
from the

farms and small towns in a radius of 50 miles. Their average age

was only 23. They were supposed to be made of pliable material

with not an ounce of "troubiJ' among them. But the young workera

found that the modern machines didnit displace muscles. They simply

made the muscles move faster. The men began rebelling after the

ffrst exhausting shift. And they learned trade unionism quicHy' "The

company ,oorJdir"orrured thai it had a bear by th9 tail," said Anton

Krchmarek, in a report to the Dail.g Wofl'd' 'Today there is more

militancy in Lordstown than in any other G.M. plant' The young

workers there were the ffrst to hit the picket lines in the strike."

Such men deserue all the conffdence that union leaders can give

them. They are the hope of the future.
At the same time Ford-the father of the speedup system-is

planning further speedup. Ed Lock, a leading member of- the giant

hiu"r {o,rge local, told about it in an interview with william Allan

of &e Dailg World.
'The word we get at River Rougei said Lock, "is that the com'

pany has alerted supervision to get ready for a 1^0 !9 20 per cent

irr"r""t" in outtrlut after the new contract is ratiffed"'
Ford and G.M. can do this because the contracts keep hands off

the speedup system. They cannot prevent local strikes and iob action,

however. And proof that speedup can be curtailed was given in
Flint last ]anuary.

G.M. had attempted to increase the number of produotion units

by 25 per cent at tirh"r Body Plant No. 2-with 900 less men. The

"o*p*y 
argued that the new cars were smaller. This didnt rnake

*o"h difi"tJo"e in the work load, the men found. And 2,700 mem-

bers of UAW Local No. 598 went on strike on September fuL, L969'

Black and white pickets held the line in winter weather. The

strikers were ably led by sam Duncan, the Black local president'
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The UAW local unions in central Michigan backed the strikers.
Ken Mccardle, the local uniont negotiato{ kept reporting back to
the m_en. A1d on January Zg, lWO, after four montlis the-company
agreed to slow the line, retain part of the g00 men and negotiate
about the rest.

Workers tell many 
-stories 

of men's physical inability to keep up
with the speed of G.M.'s production tiol. oft", cars go out 

-with
parts Ioosely put together. This isnt the men's fault. The:y did what
they could. But some months later there may be arrother death on

Il".rf$: The speed.up in^,the ptants is behind Ralph mrj*t slogan
that G.M. cars are "tlnsafe at-Any Speed.,,

^ 
The older men, who try to, hang oi to th" job until pension age,

ftnd it hardest to keep-up th_e sfeed. A production Iine inspector
said that he can tell wheie ord iren werJ working when he ftnds
loose parts.

'?roduction" is theJavorite word of )ames M. Roche, the $7g4,000-a-yer chairman of the motor giant. production comes before men.
And workers often tell how foremen pressure injured men to return
!o th9 production line after their wou-nds are stiiched together. This
b,rutal practice is sanctioned by company dootors. 'we cari the doctorthe butcher,"' said an assembry **t 

"r in the Tarrytown p1^"t. H"
cited the case of a worker who was fefled by , r"rri"j tir"r. p"rt
]l*, y"r.. passing overhead. The victimt ,"rlp *r, U"aiy io*. ffr"'butcher" took several stitches and bandagua Ur" t "*i. era tn,injured man was about to reave for home and bed when the fore-
man put him back in the line.

Sometimes men stubbornly insist on going home. fn such casesplant-bosses,prefer to rist them as "sicki' Tf,is prevent, *"* rror,recording a lost-time accident that might affect insurar"" ,rt"r.
Many job injuries are_not apparent to casual obseryers.-M*y *"r,suffer from hernias and bad 

-6acks. 
Many arso have bad ,io**ruand kidneys' This can be understood when one sees workers rushinglong distances to cafeterias in a harf-hour runch period, or doing

yrthouj drinking water or toilet needs because i* hard to j"t ,"u"tfrom the line.

Tha Auto C ompanies-C ompetition and, C ollnborati.on
There is active sales- competition between the motor giants. Thiswas shown in the strike when Ford and Chrysler frtt"?"J ,t tfr"e{pense of General Motors. But there is arso crose coilaborruo'against labor. This was seen when the other corrrp"if* 

-"gr*a 
t"
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sign similar contracts to the one signed by G.M. And this agree-

mint can be understood when one looks at the automobile companies'

ffnancial connections.
Thus several members of the boards of directors of General Motors

and chrysler have common ffnancial linls. There are common Rocke-

feller ties, for example, and we will cite one. In the board room

of the Rockefellers' Chase Manhattan Bank one ffnds G.M.'s director,
Ltoyd D. Grace sitting at the same table with Joseph Richardson

Dilworth, the chrysler director. Dilworth has offices at 30 Rockefeller

Plaza arld lepresents the Rockefeller family on several other com-
panies.

Both companies are also linked to the billionaire Mellons of Pit s-

burgh, whose power ranks next to the Rockefellers and the Morgan

bankers. Thus lohn A. Mayer, the chairman of the Mellon Bank and

Trust Company-the heart of the Mellon empire-is a G.M. director.

George H. Love of Chrysler is another Mellon Bank director' And
both Mellon men met in the same Pittsburgh clubs.

Both companies also have close Morgan ties. The G.M. directors

sit on the board of tJre powerful Morgan Guaranty Trust Company.
And two Chrysler men are directors of companies under Morgan
control.

This does not mean that G.M. and Chrysler are Siamese twins.
The du Ponts, who have the leading interest in G.M., may not have

any money in Chrysler. And the two companies compete for the
consumers' dollars. But other G.M. investors have their ffngers in
the third member of the Big Three. And-while the two companies

are not brothers-it can be said that they have strong family ties.

The Ford Motor Co. is primarily a Ford famrly affair. And it is

ruled by the agents of Henry Ford II. But this eight-billion dollar
giant is not big enough to do all its own ffnancing. And one of
Henry Ford II's trusted representatives is also a director of General
Motors. This is Stephen D. Bechtel, ]r., who is also a director of the
Morgan Guaranty Trust Company,and senior director of the giant
Bechtel Construction Company of California that enriches itself on

defense contracts.
Mr. Bechtel is a trustee of the Ford Foundation that controls

about three billion dollars of Ford investments. And he is a natural
go-between when Ford and General Motors discuss policy.

General Motors makes a wide variety of products. It also does

several hundred million dollars of business with the Pentagon yearly.
But the great bulk of its gross revenues of 24 billion dollars in 1969
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came from the sale of cars and trucks to private buyers at home
and abroad.

A substantial minority of this revenue comes from G.M. plants in
more than 20 foreign lands-where lower twages are paid. Even
Canadian workers have not won full wage parity. And G.M.t Black
assembly workers in South Africa get only a small fraction of
American workers' pay.

The strongest overseas base of this international giant is in West
Germany where G.M. took over the Opel plants in the late lg20's.
This German subsidiary helped to put Hitler's armies on wheels.
And G.M.'s German tanks were shooting it out with G.M.'s American
tanla in the critical Battle of the Bulge.

G.M.'s next strongest overseas base is in Great Britain. There its
Vauxhall affiliate makes many of the compact cars invading the
U.S. market.

fn one foreign land G.M. is the automobile king. That is Australia.
G.M.-Holden makes most of the continent's cars and trucks. Every
part is made under the Australian fag. And we are indebted to
Alf Watt of Socialist Publications, Sydney, for the following summary
of the hardships, struggles and gains of Australia's G.M. workers.

"Overtime is compulsory. Speedup is a big issue here. . . . Last
incident I remember is when they put the cars a few inches closer

-on 
the production line. That was years ago. There is a spy system,

but no gunmen. There hvere big strikes i" rgoz for a morning tea
break. The line was not stopped for this break; the men naa to
drink the tea while working. The strike was successf,I. Latterly
there have been a number of 'scrimmages.' one, centered in south
Australia, forced the company to provide and raunder overalls weeHy.
There have been others."

The tea break victory sets an example for American automobile
workers.

Production workers are in the vehicle Builders Emproyees' Fed-
eration. And we learn from R. E. wilson, the federation's secretary,
t4 "9 employee can hold his job without paying union dues,
although there is no checkofi. And shop stewards represent ap-
proximately 100 workers each.

The time must come when G.M. workers in all lands will help
eacfr other's struggles against the common foe.

FEIJI( OIEDA

Struggles in Puertn Hico*
Comrades Henry Winston and Gus Hall, comrades of the National

Committee, comrades all:
I bring you from the Puerto Rican Communist Party

fraternal and sincere greetings, inspired by proletarian
tionalism.

The fraternal relations between our parties grow ever closer as

declining oapitalisrn and irnperialisrn lost battle after battle. In their
desperate efforts to subsist they use the most brutal and inhuman
methods against all progressive forces, especially against the Commu-

nists in the colonial and semi-colonial countries and those leaders that
fight honestly in defense of their oppressed class. This is true even in
these United States, as we can see from the cases of Comrade Angela
Davis, the Young Lords and the Black Panthers.

The Puerto Rican Communist Party, as you Inow, has been organ-
ized for 36 years. In t-hese years it has had many dificulties in its
struggle for the advancement of our working class, but it has never
lowered the red banner of iustice, liberty and human equality in its
struggle for national liberation and socialisrn' The same road has

been travelled by your courageous partlu, the Communist Party of the
Uniteil States, which is ffghting with great militancy and conffdenco

in its ffnal victory.
Some months ago our party sufiered one of those incidents that

have kept us from advancing at the pace we should have liked in tho
way of political progress. By this time our membership had already
leanoed the lessons of past experiences.

As you already know, the ex-general secretary of our Party tried
for the second time to liquidate it and to incomorate its members into
the Movement for Independence (MPI). His intentions to liquidate
the Party were opposed by the sincerity and ideological convictions
of all the Party members. The whole membership unanimously re-
jected his liquidationist proposals.

To put his plans into efiect he gave an excuse similar to that which
he used to dissolve the Party in 1954: to integrate our Party into the
Popular Democratic Party. We are still sufiering the consequences of
that so-called integration. At that time the argument was that the
Popular Democratic Party had a program identical with that of the

-Te"t of a speech presented by Felix Ojeda, gener'al.secretary of the
Com.rnunist party of Puerto Rico, to the National Committee of the Com-
munist Party USA on November 22, 1W0.

t

the most
interna-
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Communists, a prograrn of "Bread, Land and Liberty,,, that it was a
mass organization and that this was the moment to build the working-
class vanguard that our Party was unable to build.

- In the same way, at this late date the ex-general secretary argued
that the MPI, having leaped frorn a patriotic vanguard to a revoru-
tionary vanguard, and having declared that it is 

-a 
Marxist-Leninist

organization, left the communist party no other choice than to
integrate into it. Any person who reads the basic documents of the
MPI and the Puerto Rican communist party can see the difierence
between such a Marxist organization and a Communist party.

when tJre question went to discussion during three^ consecutive
meetings of the Central Committee of our party, and later in a
general meeting of all the members, the 

"*-g"r"rul 
secretaryt vote

was the only one in his favor. He stated that he wourd quit the
Party to enter the MPI. He went arone. Nobody folowed hiir.

Now we are in the stage of reorganizing a[ 
-party 

bodies. on the
positive side there is a new enthusiasm for continuing the struggle
for independence and socialism in puerto Rico. some Iomrades who
have not been active are coming back, offering their cooperation and
taking part in all the activities of the party. All, workingicollectively,
have rallied around the new general secretary.

-_fh" present political situation in puerto Rico is very complicated.
we 

-can 
say that there exists a political crisis created by the colonial

conditions. The millionaire governor Luis A. Ferr6, *hor" capitalist
interests are linked to those of the u.s. monopories, was erectei by a
very slight_majority as a candidate of the New progressive party. This
party is affiliated to the Republican party of Nixon in the t-l"it"a
States.

-- 
The new party of millionaire governor Ferr6 won contror of the

Hous-e of Representatives, and demogogue Mufioz Marin with his
popular Democratic Party won control 1r tn" senate. ,q,, , 

"or.u-quence there is a virtual boycott in both houses of bills for the
ben_efft of the people. This is cieating economic chaos.

-Unemployment has increased more rapidly than in the U.S. In spite
of this the cost of lviing is also rising 

^rapidly 
with no effort of the

government agencies to stop it. It is well known that in puerto Rico
the.cost of living is about 25 per cent higher than in ,rr*"y prrt, of m"
united states, while wages aie one-third of those in the u"^it"J states.
High rent_s and skyrocketing food prices, and inflatioo of fropurryvalues and other aspects of $e e"orr6*y, have created , .,r"ry'duog"r_
ous situation, especially within the working class, whose wages are
very low.
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Dr"irrg the past 28 years Mufioz Marln's administration began to
change Puerto Rico from an agricultural to an industrial country. The
industrialization program was put into efiect by importing subsidiary
factories from the united States. The peasants lost their love for the
land and migrated to the big cities looking for jobs in the factories,
and the city slums grew rapidly.

As one way to ffght unemployment, the government began to re-
cruit peasants to be sent to farms in the United States. Then 1,800
runaway factories, subsidiaries of big enterprises in the united states,
arrived on the Island. They were attracted by the cheap hand labor
and by the tG15 year tax exemptions. Once they ffnish the 10-15 year
period these concerns either come back to the United States or
declare bankruptcy.

The government of Mufloz Marin thought that the investments of
capital from the United States could develop Puerto Rico industrially,
introducing the most modern production techniques and in that way
developing new investrnents that would help the economy of Puerto
Rico. But the results have been to the contrary. The only ones who
have benefitted have been the investors from the United States.

All these e4periments reduced agricultural production to an alarm-
ing degree. Now the country has to import farm products from Santo
Domingo and other Latin American countries, and mostly from the
United States. A victim of this situation has been cofiee, one of t{re
basic agricultural products. For example, in 1967 Puerto Rico pur-
chased from the United States $1.5 billion worth of goods, placing it
fifth among importers from the United States on a world scale and
first in the Western Hemisphere. All this signiffes rnore jobs for U.S.
workers and less jobs for Puerto Rican workers.

Unemployment in Puerto Rico is an enigmatic question. The govern-
ment statistics always fluctuate between L3 and 14 per cent. But
other bourgeois economists reject the government ffgures and declare
that the level of unemployment is about 29 per cent. Some put it
as high as 30 per cent. According to their statistics there are 299,000
unemployed in a work force of 900,000. The factories established in
Puerto Rico by U.S. capitalists do not employ Puerto Rican executive
and office workers but bring them from thb United States. They use
only unskillled labor. Thus there are more than 5Q000 people from
the United States who live segregated from the rest of the people, in
nice residential areas.

We have in Puerto Rico 25,000 Cuban exfles. Many of them are
rich people who buy big businesses and ffre ihe Puerto Rican em-
ployees to give their jobs to Cuban gusanos.
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The national liberation movement is growing in the same proportion
that the repression and persecution by the imperialists and the native
forces of reaction increase. The celebration of El Grito de Lares (The
Cry of Lares) on September 23 showed that the pro-independence
forces have grown considerably. The reactionary papers admitted
this.

The ffght to remove the U.S. Navy from the small island of Culebra
is a part of the struggle for independence and it has become an inter-
national issue. This abuse by the powerful U.S. Navy of a tiny island
with some 2,000 inhabitants has awakened the Puerto Rican sentiment
fbr independence. Every time there are maneuvers by the Marines
their target is this little island where civilians are constantly being
killed.

The victory of the progressive forces in Chile, led by the parties
of Popular Unity, has also had a great impact on the struggle for
national liberation in Puerto Rico. During the election period in chile
all the reactionary newspapers of the Island were the very aggressive
against Chile. Their editorials were directed against Allende and the
Communists. But as soon as the National Congress conffrmed him as
President of Chile the attitude changed and there were very soft
editorials, friendly to Allende.

In the past our Party had very few fraternal rel.ations with other
parties of Latin America and gave very little attention to questions
related to their principles and programs. Today, with the changed
conditions in Chile, our Party is taking another point of view and
we are establishing fraternal relations with different parties in all of
Latin America.

We are trying to create our own Marxist-Leninist literature based
on the objective conditions of Puerto Rico. It will bring to the work-
ing class the reality in which the workers are living but have never
understood. We will, of course, continue to welcome the inter-
nationally known classics of Marxism-Leninism, reports of world con-
ferences and other literature.

For propaganda material, we had always been depending on that
sent from other countries. we are also discussing plans for publishing,
two or three times a yeat, a small ideological magazine. Some in-
tellectuals who are not communists, but are acquainted with aII the
Puerto Rican problems and are friends of the Party, can collaborate
in this kind of publication.

We are trying to build our Party. We are having many diftculties
of all kinds, but we are sure that our Party will go on ffghting against
imperialism and colonialism, for peace and socialism.

COMMUNICATIONS
WII.U.TTM I. POMffiOY

Neo-[olonialism, A Beply to [riticism
The review by Daniel Mason of

my book Arnerican Neo-Coloruia,L
iisrn: Its Emergence in th,e Phi'li,p-
pines and Asin that appeared in
the October 1970 issue of Poli,tical,
Af fq,i,rs included a variety of state-
ments and arguments that, in mY
opinion, are both misleading and
erroneous, particularly those that
have to do with the nature and
historical developement of neo-
colonialism.

I would like to mention, to begin
with, that for his chief criticism
Mason has selected a point which
he refers to as the "main thesis"
of my book but which is not really
the book's main thesis. He says:
"Pomeroy claims that U.S. im-
perialism learned a lesson from
its occupation of the Philippines
as a colony, namely, that it was
unprofitable toproceed with colon-
ialism as a policy and therefore
turned to 'neo-colonialism' to
achieve its aims." Further on he
says: "Pomeroy claims that U.S.
imperialism made a voluntary
shift from colonialism to 'neo-
colonialism' as a result of having
become convinced by its own ex-
perience with'unprofitability."'

The reader will find no sueh in-
formation in my book, the main
thesis of which is that an Ameri-
ean neo-colonialist policy, espe-
cially in regard to the Philippines,

was the product of a complexitY
of contradictions antl conflicts in
American relationships both at
home and abroad. In overall or-
ganization and in detail, the book
seeks to disentangle and to discuss
the forces and factors involved in
those contradictions. There was
no doubt about this in the mind
of the publisher, who states this
on the book's jacket: "The author
focuses his study upon the con-
flicts over U.S. foreign policy at
the turn of the century, affecting
the Philippines and the Far
East."

At no point are changes and
adjustments in policy deseribed
as "voluntary," but as the conse-
quence of conflict and sharp
struggle. "Voluntary" is Mason's
word, and the phrasing into
which he fits it is Mason's, not
mine. It is like charging a Marx-
ist with believing that American
capitalism "voluntarily" intro-
duced a Bill of Rights, social se-
curity, collective bargaining, a
minimum wage, and other work-
ing-class gains.

When the question of profit-
ability is assessed, in summary,
in the final pages of the book, it is
raised in order to compare the
profits of the period of colonial
possession of the Philippines with
the profits of neo-eolonial domin-
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ation, showing convincingly, I be-
lieve, that the Iatter have far
exeeeded the former,

fn many ways, however, the
question of unprofitability cer-
tainly did figure in the prolonged
debate on American colonial poli-
cy. The very reason for the sei-
zure of the Philippines in the first
plaee was the expectation of great
profits from the China market,
which, for the reasons I discuss,
never really materialized, thus
scaling down the profitability of
having colonies in Asia in the
eyes even of those responsible for
the Philippine aequisition. Also,
the adverse effect on the profits
of U.S. domestic producers from
colonial "free trade" with the
Philippines was a major and
eventually a decisive factor in
creating pressures for granting
independence (a neo-colonial inde-
pendence) to the Philippines.

Mason, in the way in which he
uses terms, geems to regard
American imperialism as a mono-
lithic phenomenon, making deci-
sions, policies, and shifts as if it
were a single-minded body of men
sitting down in a board room and
deciding on the steps it will take.
One of the main purposes of my
book was to show, in a dialectical
way, that there have been and are
varied and eontradictory forces
at work in and upon the imperial-
ist process. Not to view it in this
way is not to understand properly
American history and historical
processes themselves. For exam-
ple, how is one to understand to-
day the dissensions and differ-
ences within American imperial-
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ist circles over the Vietnam War

-between, 
let us say, Eugene

McCarthy and Richard Nixon-if
we are going to use the word "im-
perialism" in a monolithic sense?
And how are Communists to ar-
rive at alliances around issues
with such an approach and under-
standing?

Mason tends to shrug aside the
debate and conflict over colonial
policy as unimportant and irrele-
vant. He insists (my underlin-
ings) : "The whole record of U.S.
imperialism since 1898 has been
one of aggressive expansionism,
seeking colonies whereuer possi,-
ble-and. being thwarted by other
imperialisms." It would be inter-
esting to know to what colonies
and to what thwarted attempts he
is referring. One trouble is that
Mason evidently doesn't regard
neo-colonialism as expansionism,
and fails to see that it is imperi-
alism. He apparently confuses
policy, with which I dealt, and
system.

While disagreeing with the is-
sue of "unprofitability" which he
has set up as my "main thesis,,,
Mason then turns to say that I
"slight the reasons for that un-
profitability," thus leaving the
impression that he does after all
believe that it was unprofitable.
The reasons that he gives are
"the vast resistanee of the Fili-
pino people to American occupa-
tionr" and "the tremendous
changes in national and class re-
Iationships that resulted from the
October Revolution and the estab-
lishment of the Soviet Union, in-
cluding the formation of the
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Communist International."
In fact I dealt at great length

with Filipino resistance to Amer-
ican conquest and showed how it
influenced the charaeter of Amer-
ican eolonial rule. However, re-
sistance as sueh did not interfere
with profits in the long run, since
they began to rise after the erush-
ing of resistance early in the cen-
tury (and soared in the neo-colo-
uial period after the defeat of
the Huk armed struggle in the
1950s). lVhat is sisnificant is
how Filipino resistance was han-
dled by Americau imperialism.
Although Filipinos in general de-
sired independence, the independ-
ence movement was channeled to
and appropriated by the collabor-
ationist Filipino ruling classes,
who demagogically raised the slo-
gan of "immediate, unconditional
and absolute" iudependence in
order to deceive the masses while
they worked out neo-colonial
terms with the Americans behind
the people's backs. In other
words, American imperialism
turned resistance to its own uses.

A genuine revolutionary anti-
imperialist struggle did not re-
vive and begin to mature until the
neo-colonial independence ar-
rangement was nearly settled; in-
deed, the betrayal of real inde-
pendence by Filipino ruling-class
leaders was one of the factors that
generated it. The Communist
Party of the Philippines waB not
founded until 1930, antl was
promptly illegalized; it developed
its signifieant mass following
mainly after independence was
agreed upon. The imPact of the
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October Revolution was of course
an important factor in the emer-
gence of a Philippine Communist
Party, but to say that it rendered
the Philippine colony unprofitable
to the point of the colonial rela-
tionship being discarded is
stretching it more than somewhat.

The nub of Mason's argument
lies in his concluding statement
that "in this reviewer's opinion,
neo-colonialism is a uuique phe-
nomenon resulting from World
War II. It is the involuntary re-
sponse of the imperialist powers
to the loss of their colonies and
the winning of independence by
the national liberation forces of
the countries of Africa and Asia."
He states further that: "It is a
situation in which the losing im-
perialist power in each colony
now finds itself in competition
with other imperialist powers. It
is a situation in which the gov-
ernments of newly liberated coun-
tries and their people have-
despite all interference-the
chance to make a choice."

This viewpoint lumps together
olJ countries newly independent
since World War II, indistin-
guishably and without regard to
the manner of acquiring indepen-
denee. American imperialism has
never ]ost its dominance in the
Philippines and has never looked
upon the Philippines as a "lost
colony." As to the "chance to
make a choice," it is to be won-
dered how the people of South
Africa, Malaya, Ghana, Guyana,
Congo and innumerable other
countries besides the Philippines
would feel about that.
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Mason apparently has the im-
pression that Philippine indepen-
denee came as a result of a liber-
ation struggle during and after
World lVar II which forced the
U.S. to relinquish the colony. This
is not true. Philippine indepen-
dence was provided for in an act
passed by the U.S. Congress in
1934, The Tydings-MacDuffie Act,
which set the independence date
at that time, to follow a ten-year
Commonwealth period. The Act
was passed as the culmination of
the conflicts and contradictions
that I describe in my book. A
similar Act would have been
passed hvo years earlier if not
for the rivalry and infighting
F.mong Filipino collaboratironist
politicians over who was to head
the subservient future govern-
ment.

The Bell Trade Act, which was
introduced in the U.S. Congress
in L945 and passed prior to inde-
pendence, defined the neo-colonial
economic relationship to exist
during independence. Such a def-
inition was provided for in the Ty-
dings MacDuffie Act.

The Independence Act was a
conscious and deliberate piece of
neo-colonial legislation. It was
attacked and exposed then by the
Communist Party of the philip-
pines as a "phony independence',
that would perpetuate American
imperialist domination under the
disguise of an "automony, headed
by traitorous Filipino capitalists
and landlords.

In the issue of the Communist
International's Internati,onnl, pr es s
Correspomilence (Inprecor) for
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August 10, 1935 (Vol. 15, No. 34)
can be found an assessment by an
American Communist, Helen
Marcy (who gave valuable assist-
ance to the Philippine people's
movement), of the Commonwealth
Government of transition created
by the Act:

"That the so-called indepen-
dence for the Philippine Islands,
engineered by the American sugar
and dairy interests, was a mere
sham and mockery of the aspira-
tions of the Filipino people for
real independence, resulting only
in the tightening of the grip of
American imperialism, is becom-
ing more evident daily."

The American sugar and dairy
interests referred to were part
of the anti-colonial possession sec-
tor in the United States that I
describe in my book.

Those to whorn independence
was handed were the Filipino col-
laborationist ruling-class elements
who had been carefully and de-
Iiberately nurtured for their neo.
colonial role throughout the peri-
od of American direct occupation.
That was the substance of the
"education for self-rule,, policy
announced early in American oc-
cupation. From the beginning of
the second decade of the century,
one of the main questions in the
debate between the conflicting
forces in the U.S. over whether
or not to grant Philippine inde-
pendence was the estimate of the
degree to which these Filipino
collaborator elements had been
"educated" or prepared to protect
and preserve imperialist invest-
ment
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It is impossible to understantl
the nature of the independence
hanrled to the PhiliPPines in 1946

without understaniling the long
preparatory period of contradic-
tion, debate and colonial ruling-
class alliance Prior to Worltl War
II. Neo-colonialism did not spring
fullblown out of the Postwar cir-
cumstances; it had a dialectical
development, long in the making,
as I sought to show.
Lenin pointed out in his Imryeri,'

alism that there were even at the
time of his writing "a varietY of
forms of dependent countries
which, officially, are politically in-
dependent but which are, in fact,
enmeshed in the net of financial
and diplomatic dePendence." What
Lenin's work does not and eould
not contain is a descriPtion of the
conscious shaping of the tYPe of
dependent country that the Phil-
ippines became in 1946; this is
simply because the examPle was
not at hand in the sPring of 1916

when Lenin wrote his work,
which, as Lenin states, was in-
tended as "a composite Picture of
the world capitalist sYstem in its
international relationships at the
beginning of the twentieth cen-
tury---on the eve of the first
world imperialist war." Can any-
one imagine that Lenin would not
have dealt with develoPments
since then if he were alive and
writing his work todaY? Lenin's
whole methocl bequeathed to us
indicates how he would have done

so.
It must be pointed out that the

tactics of the Communist PartY
of the Philippines, the true fight-
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er for a genuine indePendence,

were shaped in the immetliate
postwar periocl by the fact of an

already seheduled indePendence
date. A sharp liberation struggle
did not take place then (1945-

46) : the CPP, in fact, dissolved
the Hukbalahap armed force that
it led against the JaPanese and
participated in the election cam-
paign that preceded indePendencg
held to determine the comPosition
of the government that woultl re-
ceive it. American imperialism di-
rectly intervened to make certain
that the moderate bourgeois ele'
ments backed by the CPP were
defeated and that its hand-Picked
collection of neo-cotronial puppets

was put in power. It was onlY

after independence, when neo-

colonial policies came ruthlessly
into play, that an armed libera-
tion struggle against the "imperi-
alist puppet regime" broke out,
spearheaded by a revived Huk
movement.

Mason's definition of neo-colo-
nialism as "an effort by the im-
perialist powers to regain the re-
sources and means of exPloitation
in the lost colonies" and as a sit-
uation in which free governments
have "the chance to make a

choice" bears no relation to what
happened in the Philippines or to
the processes that created the sys-
tem that has persisted. there un-
changed ever since 1946 (todaY it
is even worse).

In my book I do not in any way
claim that I describe neo-colonial-
ism in general or as it developed
in all other cases (although it
must be kept in mind that the
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Philippine independence grant
preceded all other cases of inale-
pendenee after World War II and
could be studied as a model). I
dealt with the specific case of
American imperialism and with
the eontradictions and conflicts in
the American experience of col-
onialism, which gave rise to
policies peculiar to that experi-
ence. It does no service to the
anti-imperialist forees in the
United States to fail to recognize
the contradictions that have af-
fected American imperialism in
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the past and that atrect it in the
present. It does no service to the
people's forces for genuine na-
tional liberation in the Philip-
pines to fail to recognize the
nature of their situation, the
pro,blems they faee, and their his-
torical background. It was to
serve those forces that my book
was written. In doing so, I sought
to go beyond generalization and
sloganizing, to the concrete anal-
ysis of concrete situations that
Lenin demanded.

Neo-[olonialism' A Hejoinder
A eritical review always faces

the probability of a critical reply
from the author. This, as the
above response make clear, has
happened to my review of Wil-
liam J. Pomeroy's American Neo-
Colonialism.

Pomeroy claims that I am
guilty of not understanding what
his book is really about. It is very
diffcult to make any defense
against sueh an accusation that
will be satisfaetory to the reader
of my original review and pome-
roy's answer. But I must say that
I am not persuaded by his argu-
ments, despite his discourse on
the prineiples of Marxism-Lenin-
ism. I therefore think that the
best way to judge the correctness
of my review will be to read the
book, especially now that the
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reader will have Pomeroy's cau-
tionary remarks against it.

However, some points in pom-
eroy's rebutta! f feel, require an
answer from me, if only to elear
the air.

He asserts that I assign a the-
sis for his book that does not
exist. IIe declares that his .,main
thesis . . is that an American
neo-colonialist policy, especially
in regard to the Philippines, was
the product of a complexity of
contradictions and conflicts in
American relationships both at
home and abroad.',

In the conclusion to the intro-
duction to his book (which I
quoted verbatim as ,,pomeroy,s

thesis" he is not quite so modest.
He writes:

The present study has concerned
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itself mainly with the Philippines be-
cause in the policies arising from
American relations with that coun-
try can be seen most clearlY the
evolution of concepts and trends
that have come to be known today
as neo-colonialism. It is felt that
there is no better way of demon-
strating the American neo-colonial
thseis than to show its emergence
from the problem of maintaining a
colonial possessiou. (P. 12.)

It seems to me that in this
paragraph Pomeroy has set him-
self the ambitious task for his
book of proving that U.S. imperi-
alism long ago-before World
War II and perhaps even World
War I-had abandoned colonial-
ism as a policy of conquest and
adopted what is now ealled by
Marxist-Leninists neo+olonialism
and that it emerged "from the
problem of maintaining a colonial
possession."

The basic problem, in my opin-
ion, is Pomeroy's conception of
neo-colonialism. He apparently
does not believe that there is any-
thing new in the concept of neo-
colonialism or that it developed
as the result of the catalysmic
change in the relationships of the
imperialists with their former
colonies after World War II.

The crux of Pomeroy's confu-
sion can be seen, I think, in his
concluding chapter, where, under
the heading "Questions of Cost
and Profits," he writes:

From 1898 onwards, this great
debate was over whether the expan-
sion of Ameriean trade and invest-
ment outside the borders of the
United States should occnr with or
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without the customary imperialist
possession of colonies. Involved es-
sentially in the outcome was the de-
velopment of what has come to be
known as "neo-colonialismr" a sys-
tem in which all the advantages and
pertinent features of colonial domi-
nation are maintained in an ex-
ploited country without its outright
possession as a colony. (P. 219.)

According to Pomeroy, the pat-
tern for this was established away
back in 1898. He writes:

It is not always realized that the
Spanish-American'War . . . pro-
duced a model of neo-colonialism at
the same time that it brought tradi-
tional-type colonies under the Amer-
ican flag. The neo-colonial model
was Cuba, where American mono-
polies (especially the sugar mon-
oBoly) gained a protected sphere of
operations masked by a form of in-
dependence sulbject to U.S. inter-
vention and control. (P. 220.)

The question is whether or not
this is neo-colonialism. In my re-
view I say it is not.

In his rebuttal to my criticism,
Pomeroy claims that "at no point
are changes and adjustments de-
scribed as 'voluntary,' but as the
consequenees of conflict and sharp
strug:gle."

But the only "conflict and
sharp struggle" he offers in his
book is a "great debate" over
which road U.S. imperialism shall
take, that of colonialism or what
he calls neo-colonialism, with the
advocates of neo-colonialism win-
ning a long time ago.

The publisher's blurb, which
Pomeroy presents as proof of my
misinterpretation of his book,
makes this abundantly clear. In
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the sentence which follows the
one he quoted in his rebutttal, the
blurb asserts:

He holds that the conflict be-
tween the "imperialists,, (favoring
the seizure of colonies) and thet'anti-imperialists" (most of whom
today would be known as ,,neo-colo-

nialists") initiated the struggle
between two variants of U.S. policy
in which neo-colonialism emerged
as the dominant feature.

Pomeroy's confusion about neo-
eolonialism and the history of
U.S. imperialism causes him to
make such statements as this:

. . . C'uban policy was a forerun-
ner of what has oome to be known
as ttneo-colonialismr, the creation of
which actually lay at the heart of
the controversy early in the century.
tn simplified terms, the anti-imperi-
alism of that time is the neo-colo-
nialism of today. (P. 10.)

Pomeroy's misconception of
"neo-colonialism" also leads him
to this amazing linking of it to
the struggle for reform in the
U.S. He writes:

Certain significant parallels can
be seen in the development of colo-
nial policy and the peak periods of
reform in the United States. . . .
Ihe welfare state at home and neo-
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eolonialism abroad become twin
supports of the contemporary im-
perialist framework. (P. 224.)

In the determination of a cor-
rect concept of neo-colonialism
perhaps it would be worthwhile to
quote from Ali Yata's article in
World, Maruist Reoiew, January
1967, entitled "Neo-Colonialism in
Africa":

One can hardly obtain a full idea
of, African reality if phenomena
stemming from the classical type of
colonial rule are not taken into
account. On the other hand, it should
be borne in mind that neo-colonial-
ism makes a deep imprint also on
the classical colonial structure, im-
parting to it some of its specific
features and thereby modernizing it.

The replacing of the traditional
imperialism by a neo-colonialism-
a pro€ess epitomized by the Eisen-
hower doctrine of ttfilling vacuums,

-has acquired considerable dimen-
sions. In a number of cases it has
led to sharp conflicts both between
the imperialists of different coun-
tries and between competing im-
perialist groups in the same coun-
try. . .

But why continue. Let the
reader of Pomeroy's book deter-
mine who is right.

Have you made your contribution to the Betty
Gannett Memorial Fund? your contribution will help
to assure the continued appearance and improvement
of Political Affairs as a vital Marxist-Leninist pub.
lioation.

BOOK REVIEWS

"sexual Politics"
Kate Millett's Senunl, Politicsx

has received much Praise bY re-
viewers of varying political view-
points, who have regarded it as

a highly comPetent exPosition of
the ideas of the women's libera-
tisn movement. What it actuallY
presents is an elaboration of the
feminist view that the central
conflict in Present-day society is
that between men and women. It
is a complete rejection of any
kind of class approach to the ques-

tion of oppression of women.
She defines "sexual Politics" as

"power-structured relationships,
arrangiements whereby one group
of persons is controlled bY an-
other" (p. 23). Characterizing to'
day's society as patriarehal, Mil-
lett holds that every avenue of
power lies in the hands of men.
Patriarchy's chief institution is
the family, and the family's chief
contribution is "the soeialization
of the young into patriarchal ideo-
logy's prescribed attitudes" (P.

35).
Although these are defined con-

cepts put forth by Millett, there
is a certain unclarity throughout
as to their substantiation and a

*Kate Millett, Seoual Politics,
Doubleday & Co., New York, 1970,
$?.e6.
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sidetracking of other interpreta-
tions of American societY. Refer-
ring to her sketch of PatriarchY,
Millett says, "something of a Pi-
oneering effort, it must Perforce
be both tentative and imPerfect.
Because the intention is to Pro-
vide an overall description, state-
ments must be generalized,
exceptions neglected, and subhead-
ings overlapping, and to some

degree arbitrary as well." (P.24.)
Used throughout are such terms

as race, caste, class and sex, again
never really defined. The clearest
of the author's thinking is that
"through this system a most in-
genious form of interior coloniza-
tion has been achieved. It is one
which tends moreover to be stur-
dier than any form of segregation,
and more rigorous than class stra-
tification, more uniform, certainly
more enduring. However muted
its present appearance may be,
sexual dominion obtains never-
theless as perhaps the most per-
vasive ideology of our culture and
provides its most fundamental
concept of power." (P. 25.)

The Marxist interpretation of
the nature of capitalism as a sys-
tem of the exploitation of the
many for the profit of the few, of
one class by another, is rejected
by Millett. Nor does she see the
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special oppression of women ag
being in any way related to the
class struggle. The struggle ther
becomeg one of man against
woman.

Flowing from this concept of
the patriarchy is the tendency to
see the psychological aspects of
the oppression of women as di-
vorced from their economic, social
and politieal framework, the end
result of her analysis being that
the oppression of women is the
result of male dominion. This con-
cept flows throughout the book.

Millett refers to wo nen as being
in a castelike status within class,
saying: "Economic dependency
renders her affiliations with any
class a tangential, vicarious and
temporary matter" (p. B8). Much
of this thinking is accepted by
many in the current,.womenrs lib-
eration movement.', What it boils
down to, whether it be called caste
or class, is that women do not cut
across class lines and in effect con-
stitute a class unto themselves.
Later on, in discussing Engels,
she argues that the relationship
between the sexes is like that of
one economic class to another. fn
support of this she quotes Fred-
erick Engels' Ori.gin of the Famil,g
as follows: "fn the great majority
of cases the man has to earn a liv-
ing and to support his family, at
least among the possessing classes.
He thereby obtains a superior
position that has no need of any
legal speeial privilege. In the fam-
ily he is the bourgeois, the woman
represents the proletariat.,, (p.
126.)

Such thinking draws little dis-
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tinction between the degrees of
oppression faced by women of dif-
ferent classes. Can the Josephine
Kennedys, the women of the du
Pont family, be said to be op-
pressed in any degree similar to
the oppression of Black or white
women workers? Is not their
wealth dependent on the exploita-
tion of the mass of working
women?

The concept whieh gives equal
or greater importance to the
struggle for women's rights thsn
to the struggle for the liberation
of Black people is prevalent in Mil-
Iett's book. She says: "Tradition-
ally the white male has been ac-
customed to concede the female of
his own race, in her eapacity as
'his woman' a higher status than
that ascribed to the Blaek male.
Yet as white raeist ideology is ex-
posed and begins to erode, rac-
ism's older protective attitudes to-
ward (white) women also begin to
give way. And the priorities of
of maintaining male supremacy
might outweigh even those of
white supremacy . . ." (P. 39.)
The end result of this thinking is
no struggle against racisrn

Mamists cannot be satisfied
with any movement that does not
attempt to draw into its Ieadership
and its rank and file Black and
other minority women, and which
does not tackle concretely the
problems that Black people face in
this country. Marxists view the
struggle against racism as a pri-
ority for all struggles, as part and
parcel of the struggle for work-
ing-elass power. One cannot.com-
pare the oppression of Black peo-
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ple with that of women. Yy'',e have triarchal takeover, arguing that
io ask ourselves, can less impor- such factors as religion and the

tance be given to the struggle discovery that the male had a re-

against ,*"i.* than the capitalist lationship to conception contrib-
class gives to perpetuating it? uted to the advent of patriarchy.

Many on the Left fail to see Again sidestepping Engels'

this, accusing Marxists of pitting main point, she refers to a state-

one struggle against the other. ment by him that women prefer-

They fail to see how much strong- red the limited sexuality of
er the struggle for women's rights paired marriage as compared to

would be, if the struggle against the demands of communal sex' In
racism were an integral part of opposition to him she says, "One
its demands and aetivity. Millett is tempted to see an absurdity in
gives much attention. to Engels. such confident assumption that
Sh. ruy, that "Engels' The Ori'gin women dislike sex' ' ' ' fn view of
ol the Farni,ly, Pri,aate Property, recent research in this subiect

a,rld the sdote provided the most there is little reason to imagine

comprehensive account of patriar- woman would have welcomed . . .

chai history and economy-and a form of sexual association

the most radical, for Engels alone which, in limiting the ilemands

among the theorists attacked the upon her sexually, also involved

problem of patriarchal family or- the subjection of her sensuality,
ganization,, (p. l0S). She siates and by extension, of her self, to

further: "A revolutionary, hewas the will of another"' (P' 116')

necessarily at odds with fatalistic Millett continues by comparing

or ,biologieal, versions of the ori- the number of orgasms women can

gins of ho*an institutions (such sustain and the "supremacy" of
ag those of the patriarchal school), the clitoris to the penis. In other

preferring instlad to regard insti- words, it is a contest between men

tutions as man-made and hence and women; women are "supreme"

capable of radical, sudden, even and therefore Engels is wrong'

violent alteration, should a con- one can see Engels turning in his

scious revolutionary humanity so grave at the absurdity of such an

desire" (p. 110) . argument'

Throughout her discussion on By distortion and misinterpre-

Engels, tttitt.tt sidesteps his main t-ation of Engels on marriage and

propo.itio, t "The firsi class oppo- -tL" familv' Millett concludes:

sition that appears in tristory coin- "The radical 
-ou.tc9ye 

of Engels'

cides with ttrl development of the analysis is that the familn as

antagonism between man and that term is presently understood'

woman in monogamous marriage must go" (p' 127) '
and the first class oppression coin- Engels said that the monogam-

cides with that of the female sex ous relationship was established

by the male." She prefers to deal to insure that the private prop-

with nngels, writings on the pa- erty was controllecl by the male,
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by inheritance by none other than
his own children. But Engels also
said: "The supremacy of the man
in marriage is the simple conse-
quence of his economic suprem-
acy." ft was not the man's nor the
woman's superiority or inferiority
which determined the status of
women. Flowing from this mis-
conception of Engels by Millett is
the idea that marriage and family
means male dominion.

Class divisions throughout his-
tory have not been based on sex.
There never was a time when all
men were masters and only women
were slaves. In slave society the
great body of slaves consisted of
men as well women. Under feudal-
ism, the serfs were both men and
'women, and under eapitalism men
rrs well as women are exploited.
Although property relationship re-
mained the main basis of mar-
riage and the family among the
propertied classes, Millett ignores
the advent of individual love.

Chapter Four, entitled .,The

Counterrevoluticn 1930-60,, opens
with a section titled "Reactionary
Policy: The Models of Nazi Ger-
many and the Soviet Union.,,

The first phase of the sexual re-
volution (1830-1930) ended in re-
form, says Millett. To be com-
pieted, it required the ,.alteration
of marriage and the family as
they had been known throughout
history" and an end to the patri-
archal order. According to Millett,
a counterrevolution ensued, ex-
pressed first of all in ,.official ex-
perimentation with the family,, in
Nazi Germany and Soviet Russia.
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Her examination of Nazi Ger-
many reveals the subjugation of
u/omen, a disintegration of wom-
eu's organizations, increased and
deliberate propaganda of male su-
premancy with emphasis on moth-
erhood and dedication to the fam-
ily. But one almost senses
throughout this section that if
Nazism had allowed women to en-
gage equally in its crimes, then
Nazism would have been accept-
able.

She says: "One may find econ-
omic reasons for the exclusion of
women from participation in high-
er Ievel work in the hypothesis
that the Nazis may have felt the
need for that cheap labor force
which all other trventieth-century
states have enjoyed from women,s
employment; and as long as is re-
served military service for males
alone it could hardly staff the
rnunitions plants with men.,, (P.
162.) One can almost feel the
author's resentment toward not
being allowed to participate in the
Nazi military.

Again, separating the oppres-
sion of women from its economic
and political framework leads to
this thinking. Millett says: .,yet
the most basic motivations behind
the Nazi manipulation of its fe-
male subjects were neither econ-
ornic (related to male unemploy-
ment) nor dictated by population
policy (related to imperialist ex-
pansion). The final reasons for
the male supremacist tempera-
ment of the Nazi state are psy-
chological and emotional.,, (p.
163.)

,,SEXUf,I. POUTICS"

The extreme open terrorist rule
of the most reactionarY sections
of monopoly capital is reduced to
psychological and emotional moti-
vations. Nazism's need for sub-
jugation and immobilization of
all sections of the German PoPula-
tion, including women, to insure
its success becomes a simPlY
psychological matter.

Speaking of the Soviet Union,
specifically ten years after the
October revolution, in the same

breath with Nazi GermanY is as

hard to digest as the reasons Put
forth by Millett. She sPeaks of
1919 when decrees guaranteeing
political and economic equality for
women were issued. Acknowledg-
ing the eforts toward the estab-
lishment of nurseries, collectivized
housekeeping, maternity leaves,
and the opening up of educational
facilities and jobs, she says, how-
ever: "With all this, the Soviet
experiment failed and was aban-
doned. Through the thirties and
forties Soviet society came to re-
semble the modified PatriarchY
of other Western countries . . ."
(P. 169.) She sives onlY slight
acknowledgement to the fact that
this was a period of great difficul-
ties in the construction of social-
ism, in which the main aim was
to protect the revolution.

But Miss Millett's main griPe is
that the family was not abolished.

". . . Marxist theory had failed to
supply a suffieient ideological base

for sexual revolution and was re-
markably naive as to the historical
and psychological strength of pat-
riarchY." (P. 169.) It is interest-
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ing to note that the referenees
used to document the above state'
ment are all United States schol-
ars writing on the familY in the
Soviet Union. Millett charges that
the communal housekeePing and
creches did not materialize and
that the Soviet Union moved to
reinforce concepts of the familY.

But one cannot view the con'
struction of socialism and the ful'
fillment of all its goals as instan-
taneous. It will take manY Years
to wipe out the centuries of male
supremacy as an entrenched con-
cept. The wiping out of the familY
lvas never the eim of Marxists.

To see the progress made bY

the Soviet Union we need onlY

to look at some statistics. FiftY-
eight per cent of all women
vzork. One-third of all engineers
are women, three-fourths of all
doctors, 63 per cent of all econo-
mists, 68 per cent of all teachers,
58 per cent of all professionals
and 50 per cent of all factory and
office workers. Women have been
elected to 425 seats in the Su-
preme Soviet of the USSR and to
3,000 seats in the SuPreme Soviets
of the republics which make uP

the Soviet Union. TheY are 43
per cent of the delegates to local
Soviets. Equal pay for equal work
is the law. All women receive 56

days ]eave before the delivery of
a child and 56 daYs afterward
at full pay and with allowances
for even more time when medicallY
necessary.

In the remaining sections of
the book Millett takes on the
theories of Sigmund Freud and
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the influence of psychoanalytic
thought on contemporary literal
ture, examining the writings of,
D. H. Lawrence, Henry Miller,
Norman Mailer and Jean Genet.
She also opens the book by pre-
senting selections from Mailer,
Miller and Genet to demonstrate
instances of sexual politics. para-
graph after paragraph of fitth is
utilized to point out the contempt
of these writers for women, which
is more like contempt for the
whole human raee.

The analysis of these writers
makes interesting reading and is
for the most part written in a
very witty and humorous manner,
exposing their ludicrous character.
Yet one gets the feeling too much
importance and time are given
by the author to exposing them.

Characterizing Genet diff erenfly
from the others, Millet says:
"Having studied human relation-
ships in the world of pimp and
faggot, Genet has come to under-
stand how sexual caste supersedes
all other forms of inegalitarian-
ism: racial, political, or economic.
He appears to be the only living
male writer to have transcended
the- sexual myths of our era.,, (p.
20.)

Since, aceording to Millett, the
basic relationship of exploitation
and oppression is between male
and female, it follows that any
substitutes for them are also op-
pressed and exploited. There is
much confusion on this question
in today's movements. Litile dif-
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ferentiation is made between
homosexuals who are a product
of a decaying capitalism which
confuses and corrupts the minds
of people, and women, an exploited
section of the population used as
a reserve labor force by capital.

There is no doubt that homo-
sexuals are discriminated against
and considered outcasts in our
society. But capitalism,s discrim-
inatory polices toward women
are utilized to divide the workers
and to extort enormous profits
from the labor of women. If one
sees only the psychological aspeet
of the oppresion of women, as
does Millett, it is easy to lump to-
gether the problems of homosex-
uals with the struggle for women,s
rights.

Unfortunately, Millett does not
deal with current struggles or
trends. In a postscript she sum-
marizes her views by saying: ,,For
to actually change the quality of
life is to transform personality,
and this cannot be done without
freeing humanity from the ty-
ranny of sexual-social category
and conformity to sexual stereo-
t;'pe-as well as abolishing racial
caste and economic class.,, (p.
363.)

It is important to combat the
erroneous and misleading concepts
in Kate Millett's Seuual, pol,itics,
since these prorride the basis for
much of the ideology-whether
rcalized or not-of the current
"women'g liberation movement.,,
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